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French Connections screen with the support of
the Embassy of France & the Institut Français

German Cinema screens
in co-operation with
the Goethe-Institut

Up the Mountain screens with the support of the Confucius Institute
Victoria University of Wellington
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*Open to the public, tickets $10 (members free)

WELCOME TO AUCKLAND FILM SOCIETY
Our 2020 season is a richly eclectic programme of special screenings, classic
features, documentaries and contemporary cinema from around the world.

• Upgrade to a Premier Card before the end of the 2020 Season and
receive 12-month membership from date of purchase of your first 2020
Sampler Card. Cinema discounts apply at upgrade until your Premier
Card expires.

Auckland Film Society is a non-profit incorporated society and a registered
charitable organisation. AFS is run by volunteers elected at our AGM (next
AGM is 28 April 2020). Visit us at nzfilmsociety.org.nz/auckland

• FREE Close Up magazine. Collect your copy at any AFS screening.

Contact Auckland Film Society
Mob
021 0235 5628 (answerphone)
Email
info@aucklandfilmsociety.org.nz
Post
PO Box 5618, Wellesley St, Auckland 1141

• Car parking
Greys Ave open-air car park: $10 flat fee after 6pm
Victoria St car park: $2 per hour to a maximum of $10 after 6pm
Civic car park: $12 flat fee after 6pm

Like us on Facebook /aklfilmsoc

Follow us on Twitter @aklfilmsoc

AFS Committee members are Alison Ashton, Simon Erceg, Robyn Harper,
Andrew Lockett, Gorjan Markovski, Jane McKenzie, Craig Ranapia, Carmel
Riordan, Tayla-Rose Scully, Marjorie Sprecher and Dave Watson. Special
thanks to Michael McDonnell at the New Zealand Federation of Film
Societies, nzfilmsociety.org.nz

DATES AND TIMES

Most screenings are at the Academy Cinemas, 44 Lorne St, Auckland,
Mondays at 6:30 pm.
No screenings on public holidays. We screen on the following Tuesdays.
Tuesday 14 April at 6:30 pm Where is the Friend’s House?
Tuesday 28 April at 6:30 pm Through the Olive Trees
Tuesday 02 June at 6:30 pm The Seduction of Mimi
Tuesday 27 October at 6:30 pm Daughters of the Dust

This issue of Close Up was edited by Alison Ashton, Jane McKenzie and Craig
Ranapia. Picture research by Michael McDonnell, NZ Federation of Film
Societies
Auckland Film Society thanks Foundation North, the Goethe-Institut, the
Institut Français and the Embassy of France and the Confucius Institute
Victoria University of Wellington. We are grateful for the support of Time
Out Bookstore, The Surrey Hotel, Metropolitan Rentals, New Zealand
International Film Festival 2020, Show Me Shorts Film Festival, Flicks.co.nz
and Academy Cinemas

Early start – the following screenings start at 6:00pm due to
long running times:
Monday 18 May, 6pm In the Aisles
Monday 25 May, 6pm Neighbouring Sounds
Monday 06 July, 6pm Capharnaüm
Monday 24 August, 6pm Army of Shadows
Monday 07 September, 6pm Léon Morin, Priest
Monday 14 September, 6pm Up the Mountain

QUIET PLEASE!

Please be considerate of others in the audience during film screenings.
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Monday 02 March at 6:30 pm

Monday 09 March at 6:30 pm

AFS Fundraiser

AFS thanks Time Out Bookstore

Special extra screening open to the public – all tickets $20

Sullivan’s Travels

Orlando

Director, writer: Preston Sturges
Production co: Paramount
Associate producer: Paul Jones
Photography: John Seitz
Editor: Stuart Gilmore
Music: Charles Bradshaw, Leo Shuken
Production design: Hans Dreier, Earl Hedrick
Costume design: Edith Head

Director: Sally Potter
Producer: Christopher Sheppard
Screenplay: Sally Potter. Based on the novel by Virginia Woolf
Photography: Aleksei Rodionov
Editor: Hervé Schneid
Production designers: Ben van Os, Jan Roelfs
Costume designers: Sandy Powell, Dien van Straalen
Music: David Motion, Sally Potter

With: Joel McCrea (John L Sullivan), Veronica Lake (The Girl), Robert Warwick (Mr LeBrand),
William Demarest (Mr Jones), Franklin Pangborn (Mr Casalsis), Porter Hall (Mr Hadrian),
Byron Foulger (Mr Valdelle), Margaret Hayes (Secretary)

With: Tilda Swinton (Orlando), Billy Zane (Shelmerdine), Lothaire Bluteau (The Khan), John
Wood (Archduke Harry), Heathcote Williams (Nick Greene/Publisher), Charlotte Valandrey
(Sasha), Quentin Crisp (Queen Elizabeth I), Dudley Sutton (James I), Thom Hoffman (King
William of Orange), Jimmy Somerville (Falsetto/Angel), John Bott (Orlando’s father), Elaine
Banham (Orlando’s mother), Jessica Swinton (Orlando’s daughter)

USA 1941

UK 1992

90 mins, Blu-ray, B&W. PG medium level violence

94 mins, Blu-ray. PG sexual references

Comedy doesn’t come much more classic. If you haven’t seen it, it’s about time
you did. – Angie Errigo, Empire

Rarely have source material, director, and leading actress been more in
alignment than in Orlando, the 1992 adaptation of Virginia Woolf’s novel,
directed by Sally Potter and starring Tilda Swinton… Watching Orlando some
17 years after its US theatrical run, however, proves a welcome reminder of
just how skilfully they marshalled their respective gifts here, how openly they
entered into a dialogue with Woolf’s playful, slippery text… Skipping across
centuries of English history… Woolf refracts her ageless hero(ine)’s fantastical
exploits through the archly poker-faced prism of historical biography… Rather
than wrestle a more ‘relatable’ arc from Orlando’s journey, Potter takes the
novel’s state of sly inquisitiveness as her guiding spirit. Her screenplay glides
elegantly from situation to situation… surveying the cultural topography of a
given period and zeroing in on how much (or how little) changes as she works
her way across the timeline. Appropriately, a given vignette’s primary concerns
are announced in capitalized intertitles: poetry, sex, love, etc.

Tired of churning out lightweight comedies, Hollywood director John L
Sullivan (Joel McCrea) decides to make O Brother, Where Art Thou? – a serious,
socially responsible film about human suffering. After his producers point
out that he knows nothing of hardship, Sullivan hits the road disguised as
a hobo. En route to enlightenment, he encounters a lovely but no-nonsense
young woman (Veronica Lake) – and more trouble than he ever dreamed of.
Criterion
Preston Sturges was a writer–director the like of which we haven’t seen since.
He was a well-connected anarchist in a system that frowned on such tendencies
– unless they made money. Sturges’s America was cheerfully corrupt, absurd
and frequently unaware of its own ridiculousness, and his films were so high
on comic dynamism that you could readily forgive the wayward lip service to
logic. His glory days were brief. Within 10 years of his directorial debut, he was
worn out, and he died bankrupt in 1959. But in his heyday he made half a dozen
comedies as subversive as any now, and a good deal funnier. Sullivan’s Travels
was probably his masterpiece. – Derek Malcolm, Guardian

In the end, though… they play second fiddle to Potter’s and Woolf’s dominant
double vision of gender as both an ever-malleable construction shaped by
the specific historical moment, and an enduring method of social control
wielded by those in power (ie men). The film bustles with soprano-voiced
male singers, unwieldy wigs, and costumes paraded by both sexes, and a
memorably commanding Queen Elizabeth I played by Quentin Crisp. A world
of pageantry and primping, its members nevertheless divorce the porous
boundaries between male and female social codes from the unequal levels of
respect bestowed on each. Well-trodden ground, to be sure, and Potter pushes
the satire into occasionally broad places… But if Potter’s ideas are familiar, her
touch is light…

The film has sometimes been read as a defence of Hollywood escapism, but what
Sturges is really doing is putting down the awful liberal solemnities of problem
pictures and movies with a message. Whatever, Sullivan’s Travels is a gem, an
almost serious comedy not taken entirely seriously, with wonderful dialogue,
eccentric characterisations, and superlative performances throughout.
Time Out London
One of the most striking aspects of Sullivan’s Travels, in fact, is the shortfall of the
vulgar clowning that the film sets out to defend, contrasted with the continuing
astonishment of Sturges’s comic banter, the ongoing vibrancy of his crowd
scenes (the stock company remains hilarious when pushed into close quarters,
so long as they’re talking instead of being battered), and the ever-increasing
fluency of his camera direction (as in the long but lighter-than-air opening
sequence that follows Sullivan, LeBrand, and Hadrian out of a screening room
and into an office in a single shot, with them arguing all the while). Sullivan’s
Travels gives you all this, plus the utterly unexpected journeys into shantytowns
(in a prolonged and entirely dialogue-free sequence), prison camps, and the
black church.
If Sullivan’s Travels mounts an argument for anything, it’s complexity and ambition
in filmmaking, as practiced by an artist who is, unlike Sullivan, rather smarter than
he lets on. – Stuart Klawans, Criterion

She also seems very aware of the gift she was given in Swinton’s magnificent
central performance… Consider the waves of surprise, bemusement, and
wonder that wash over Orlando’s face when she gazes upon her newly female
body. “Same person. No difference at all… Just a different sex,” she muses to the
camera, a hint of transgressive energy mixing with an almost-spiritual calm. In a
film that refuses to mash up Woolf’s brainy text into prestige-pic mush, Swinton
provides a crucial way into Orlando’s inner life… She is joined by an exemplary
supporting cast… particularly true of Crisp, who transcends man-in-a-dress
smirking to get at something fragile and warm beneath Elizabeth’s surface
imperiousness. …And when Potter’s camera finally rests on Swinton’s face (a
tear peacefully making its way down her cheek, a Mona Lisa smile on her lips),
the synthesis of written character, actorly presence, and directorial gaze haunts
the mind and fills the heart in equal measure. – Matthew Connolly, Slant
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Monday 16 March at 6:30 pm

Monday 23 March at 6:30 pm

The Insult

The Miseducation of Cameron Post

L’insulte

Lebanon 2017

USA 2018

Director: Ziad Doueiri
Producers: Antoun Sehnaoui, Jean Bréhat, Rachid Bouchareb, Julie Gayet, Nadia Turincev
Screenplay: Ziad Doueiri, Joëlle Touma
Photography: Tommaso Fiorilli
Editor: Dominique Marcombe
Production designer: Hussein Baydoun
Costume designer: Lara Khamis
Music: Éric Neveux

Director: Desiree Akhavan
Producers: Cecilia Frugiuele, Jonathan Montepare, Michael B Clark, Alex Turtletaub
Screenplay: Desiree Akhavan, Cecilia Frugiuele. Based on the novel by Emily M Danforth
Photography: Ashley Connor
Editor: Sara Shaw
Production designer: Markus Kirschner
Costume designer: Stacey Berman
Music: Julian Wass

With: Adel Karam (Toni), Rita Hayek (Shirine), Kamel El Basha (Yasser), Christine Choueiri
(Manal), Camille Salameh (Wajdi Wehbe), Diamand Bou Abboud (Nadine)

With: Chloë Grace Moretz (Cameron Post), Sasha Lane (Jane Fonda), Forrest Goodluck
(Adam Red Eagle), John Gallagher Jr (Reverend Rick), Jennifer Ehle (Dr Lydia Marsh)

112 mins, Blu-ray. M violence, offensive language & content that may disturb
In Arabic with English subtitles

90 mins, Blu-ray. M sex scenes, offensive language & drug use

The Miseducation of Cameron Post sets itself an intriguing story challenge in
its very concept. The lead character, Cameron Post (Chloë Grace Moretz), is a
teenager who gets bundled away to a Christian conversion camp in 1993, after
she’s caught kissing another girl. Desiree Akhavan’s film, which won the Grand
Jury Prize at the Sundance Film Festival, follows Cameron as she bonds with
her fellow campers, largely ignores the edicts of her counselors, and otherwise
wastes a formative chunk of her youth stuck in a place that’s actively trying
to transform her. Hollywood plot formula is often about just that – watching
a character evolve and develop across three acts, a hero’s journey. Cameron’s
hero’s journey is that she doesn’t need to change – yet Akhavan still conjures
a real sense of growth from her stasis, crafting a narrative about teenage
rationality in the face of extremism, and making its pivot point the realization
that the grown-ups around Cameron are even less self-assured than her. Much
of the movie has a warm, surprisingly gentle summer-camp vibe considering
the searing subject matter; it’s less interested in active rebellion and more in
Cameron understanding her own emotional well-being…

Ziad Doueiri’s The Insult… plunges into the thicket of Lebanon’s sectarian
divisions with a riveting courtroom drama that shows how even minor tensions
can boil over into national traumas… The filmmaker came of age in Lebanon in
the 1980s when the country was riven by civil war. While it has been nominally
at peace since then, it still houses different ethnic and religious groups that bear
longstanding animosities toward each other… One can learn a lot about these
groups and contemporary Lebanon from The Insult, but it’s also possible to go
into the film knowing little about the situation depicted and still come away
completely captivated. That’s because the conflict at the drama’s center is so
personal, visceral and universally recognizable; it could take place in Mississippi,
Beijing or Bogota. – Godfrey Cheshire, RogerEbert.com
Mechanic Tony Hanna (Adel Karam) is introduced to us as an enthusiastic
supporter of the right-wing Christian Party, known for its anti-Palestinian
rhetoric. In the opening scenes, Tony’s shudder-inducing hate speech…
violently exacerbates his petty quarrel with Palestinian foreman Yasser Salameh
(Kamal El Basha), establishing the film’s aggressor and victim right at the outset.
However, as the two men fight it out in court, this demarcation – though never
entirely abandoned – is increasingly muddied: Doueiri’s relentless excavation
of the motives of the two men goes so far into the past… that their individual
grievances dissolve into an infinite regress of historical and national trauma.
Devika Girish, Film Comment

Moretz plays Cameron with the same laconic energy she brought to Clouds of
Sils Maria… But The Miseducation of Cameron Post’s biggest strengths are in its
ensemble. Sasha Lane, who was such a firecracker in American Honey, makes
the biggest impression as the self-styled Jane Fonda, a more stubborn and
unmanageable teen who becomes fast friends with Cameron. Forrest Goodluck,
who played Leonardo DiCaprio’s son in The Revenant, is mesmerizingly taciturn
as Adam Red Eagle, who identifies as a Navajo two spirit. The Broadway actress
Emily Skeggs is equal parts sweet and despondent as Cameron’s straitlaced
bunkmate Erin, who nurses a crush on her.

The Insult is not always subtle… But the film derives some of its vital energy
from the way that it often seems to argue with itself. The grace and precision of
the performances – not only Mr Karam’s and Mr El Basha’s, but also those of the
actors playing the colleagues, advocates, surprise witnesses and bureaucrats
who populate an increasingly crowded story – push against the director’s
fondness for grand statements and obvious ironies. This internal tension brings
home the complicated point Mr Doueiri is determined to make, which is that
personal matters are neither separate from political concerns nor identical with
them. At several moments, you expect a sentimental, uplifting solution, the hug
or handshake that assures everyone that bygones will be bygones, that deep
down we’re all the same. But that would be a lie. The more complicated truth is
that everyone who holds a grudge does so for a reason, and fears that letting
go of it would mean the loss of something precious. That may not seem like a
very hopeful or happy idea… But The Insult is too energetic to be depressing…
There is something undeniably exhilarating about the film’s honest assessment of
the never-ending conflict between decency and cruelty that rages in every nation,
neighborhood and heart. – AO Scott, New York Times

As the camp’s main counselor, a man who went through conversion therapy
himself, John Gallagher Jr taps into the layers of cheerful self-deception that
compose his personality without feeling cartoonish and patronizing. The
same goes for Jennifer Ehle, playing the camp’s overseer Dr Lydia Marsh, who
could easily lean into Nurse Ratched-style wickedness but instead relies on
subtler hints of intellectual superiority and emotional remove. Akhavan wants
to understand what rationalizations go into powering a place like this that
considers its mission holy even as it tells teenagers to ignore fundamental parts
of themselves. – David Sims, Atlantic
Cameron Post does not quite fit the label of a comedy, nor a drama, but
manages to do the best of both… “Maybe as a teenager you’re supposed to feel
disgusted with yourself,” remarks a perceptive disciple when questioning the
mission of the camp. Yes, you are – do not trust anyone who tells you otherwise.
Rebecca Liu, Another Gaze
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Monday 30 March at 6:30 pm

Monday 06 April at 6:30 pm

Ixcanul Volcano

Columbus

Director, screenplay: Jayro Bustamante
Producers: Marina Peralta, Pilar Peredo, Edgard Tenembaum, Jayro Bustamante
Photography: Luis Armando Arteaga
Editor: César Díaz
Production designer: Pilar Peredo
Costume designer: Sofía Lantán
Music: Pascual Reyes

Director, screenplay, editor: Kogonada
Producers: Andrew Miano, Aaron Boyd, Danielle Renfrew Behrens, Chris Weitz, Giulia
Caruso, Ki Jin Kim
Photography: Elisha Christian
Production designer: Diana Rice
Costume designer: Emily Moran
Music: Hammock

With: María Mercedes Coroy (María), María Telón (Juana), Manuel Antún (Manuel), Justo
Lorenzo (Ignacio), Marvin Coroy (El Pepe)

With: John Cho (Jin), Haley Lu Richardson (Casey), Parker Posey (Eleanor), Michelle Forbes
(Maria), Rory Culkin (Gabriel)

95 mins, Blu-ray. M sex scenes, offensive language & nudity
In Kaqchikel and Spanish with English subtitles

104 mins, Blu-ray. M offensive language & drug references

Guatemala/France 2015

USA 2017

In Columbus, architecture takes the place of emotions, to sometimes startling
effect. An outwardly chilly, resolutely static film that nevertheless finds
poignancy in the most surprising places, Kogonada’s directorial debut does
a couple of important things so well that I can’t help but forgive the things
it doesn’t…

One of the first things you see in Ixcanul, a vividly observed debut feature from
the Guatemalan-born writer-director Jayro Bustamante, is the face of a teenage
peasant girl as she’s being dressed for a meeting with her future husband. Like
almost everything here that passes before the camera’s steady gaze, the face
– which belongs to first-time actress María Mercedes Coroy – seems entirely
untouched by the modern world. It’s a beautiful face, so serene and impassive
that it almost looks sculpted, yet there’s a tremor of restlessness, a suggestion
of a frown, that hints at the elemental conflict bubbling up beneath the story’s
placid surface…

The story is whisper-thin, and that’s mostly a good thing: When his legendary
professor father winds up in a coma, Jin (John Cho) comes to the small town
of Columbus, Indiana – a real-life cornucopia of modernist architecture, its
landscape dotted with buildings designed by the likes of Eero Saarinen and
Harry Weese – to help care for him. One day, over a cigarette, he meets recent
high school grad Casey (Haley Lu Richardson), an architecture buff who
works at a library branch designed by IM Pei. They bond, both bound to this
Midwestern town for family reasons: Casey worries about what leaving for
college would mean for her mom, a recovering addict, while duty and tradition
compel Jin to stay by his father’s side.

The girl, María, has been promised in marriage to the plantation foreman,
Ignacio (Justo Lorenzo), a match that will ensure her future as well as that of
her hard-working parents, Juana (María Telón) and Manuel (Manuel Antún).
But while she quietly goes along with the arrangement, María is drawn to a
young plantation worker, Pepe (Marvin Coroy), and when she finally acts on
her feelings one night – emerging from the shadows with silent, steely resolve
to seduce the drunken young man – it’s clear that her youthful lust carries a
pragmatic streak. In Pepe, who dreams of migrating to the United States, María
sees a chance to seize her own dream of a better life.

But the drama isn’t so much in Jin and Casey’s interactions as it is in the unlikely
and unreal backdrop against which they connect. Kogonada transforms
his film’s spaces into expressive elements. The huge redbrick library where
Casey works becomes a place of repetition and entrapment. The gleaming
and immense central tower of an otherworldly suspension bridge feels like
a transmitter to the divine. The façade of Columbus City Hall, which features
two cantilevered walls that approach each other but never quite meet, creates
a bewitching opening that, through Kogonada’s camera, conveys a sense of
unreachable metaphysical yearning. – Bilge Ebiri, Village Voice

The opposite turns out to be true, and the cruel consequences of María’s
actions will ripple across the remainder of Ixcanul, complicating her impending
marriage to Ignacio and threatening her family’s already tenuous hopes of
survival. But as the director and his lead actress make clear, the events have
an even more profound effect on María herself, forcing this young woman to
see everything – from her body to her place in a world that is bigger and more
unknowable than she could have imagined – with a shattering new clarity.

Kogonada takes us on a tour of Columbus and all of its glorious, beautiful,
occasionally surreal architecture… but the greatest monument on display here
is Richardson’s striking, towering performance. The places and things Kogonada
includes in his frame are important for drawing us into Columbus’s world, but it’s
Richardson who gives that world its shape, supplying her director’s clean, static
compositions, captured in long shots, with aching humanity molded by doubt
and disappointment… Through the figurative lens of Richardson’s performance
and the literal lens of Kogonada’s camera, we see Columbus for what it is: A
moral lesson about keeping ourselves in neutral. The more time we spend living
in the same spot, the more we take that spot, and ourselves, for granted.
Andy Crump, Paste

Bustamante, who grew up in the highlands and identifies as mestizo, dramatizes
his characters and their indigenous way of life with a powerful, almost feverish
sense of immersion. You can sense the director’s respect for his subject in the
movie’s unhurried dramatic rhythms, its grounding in the earthy rituals of
everyday life and its strong cast of nonprofessional Maya actors…
What distinguishes Ixcanul – which first screened at the 2015 Berlin Film Festival,
where it won the Alfred Bauer Prize for “opening new perspectives” – is that its
evocation of this far-flung culture never softens into an uncritical embrace.
Bustamante has made a film that sits astride the age-old clash of tradition and
modernity, and casts a harshly appraising glance in either direction.
Justin Chang, LA Times
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Tuesday 14 April at 6:30 pm

Monday 20 April at 6:30 pm

AFS thanks Metropolitan Rentals Ltd

Where Is the Friend’s House?

And Life Goes On…

Khaneh-je doost kojast?

Iran 1987

Zendegi va digar hich

Iran 1992

Director, writer: Abbas Kiarostami
Producer: Ali Reza Zarrin
Photography: Farhad Saba
Editor: Abbas Kiarostami
Set designer: Reza Nami
Costume designer: Hassan Zahidi
Music: Amine Allah Hessine

Director, writer: Abbas Kiarostami
Producer: Ali Reza Zarrin
Photography: Homayun Payvar
Editor: Abbas Kiarostami, Changiz Sayad
Costume designer: Hassan Zahidi
With: Farhad Kheradmand (Film Director), Buba Bayour (Puya), Hocine Rifahi (Hocine),
Ferhendeh Feydi, Mahrem Feydi, Bahrovz Aydini, Ziya Babai, Mohamed Hocinerouhi,
Hocine Khadem, Maassouma Berouana, Mohammad Reza Parvaneh, Chahrbanov Chefahi,
Youssef Branki, Chahine Ayzen, Mohamed Bezdani, Benefshah Behioudi, Mohamed
Hassen Pour, Ferhed Kadimi, Maha Bano Chikfouad, Kalsim Sada, Fartkiss Darabi, Leila
Nourouzi, Kassil Fefa

With: Babek Ahmed Poor (Ahmed), Ahmed Ahmed Poor (Mohamed Reda Nematzadeh),
Khodabakhsh Defaei (Teacher), Iran Outari (Mother), Ait Ansari (Father), Sadika Taohidi
(Perzian Neighbour), Biman Mouafi (Ali, a neighbour), Ali Djamali (Grandfather’s Friend)
87 mins, Blu-ray. G
In Farsi with English subtitles

91 mins, BR. PG
In Farsi with English subtitles

One of the most critically acclaimed and influential filmmakers of the past
twenty-five years, Abbas Kiarostami (1940–2016) is the equivalent of a Godard,
Kurosawa, or Fellini – a director whose films have given new direction to world
cinema. Honing his craft as a documentary filmmaker concerned with the
lives of children in Iran, he later gained a following in the West with a series of
remarkable films that were at once documentary and fiction, ‘real’ and created
(And Life Goes On, Close-Up, Through the Olive Trees, and Where Is the Friend’s
Home?)… Working with his actors in their own milieux, Kiarostami created
layered, mercurial, funny, and only incidentally tragic characters. Each film
stands on its own, but when seen as part of a trilogy, each succeeding film
reveals the truth, which is to say the lies, of the last, as in the embedded layers
of the traditional Persian art of storytelling. – Pacific Film Archive

This is both a subtle study in the ethics of film-making, and a compassionate
(but never mawkish or depressing) portrait of courage and determination in the
face of overwhelming grief and hardship. – Time Out London
Soon after international buzz for Where Is the Friend’s House? had reached
its zenith, Iran was struck by the catastrophic Manjil–Rudbar earthquake of
1990, which left tens-of-thousands dead and all but levelled many small, rural
communities like Koker. In the wake of the earthquake, Kiarostami travelled
from Tehran with his son to the village in order to discover the fate of the
people he came to know during production of the film. The trip resulted in
a partially-dramatized version of the events for the next film in the trilogy,
And Life Goes On, in which a film director (Farhad Kheradmand as Kiarostami’s
persona) and his son Puya (Buba Bayour) drive to Koker in search of the child
actors who starred in Where Is the Friend’s House? On their trip, they encounter
many strange and familiar faces, all touched by the tragedy of the earthquake,
and they witness the spirit of life that pulls the people through in the aftermath.
The film combines real footage of destroyed homes, stores, and roads, partially
fictionalized stories from local residents, and re-enactments of Kiarostami’s reallife pilgrimage together in a metanarrative that delves equally into exploratory
docufiction and understated human interest…

The first film in Abbas Kiarostami’s sublime, interlacing trilogy of films set in
the northern Iranian village of Koker takes a premise of fable-like simplicity – a
boy searches for the home of his classmate whose school notebook he has
accidentally taken – and transforms it into a miraculous, child’s-eye adventure
of the everyday. As our young hero zigzags determinedly across two towns
aided (and sometimes misdirected) by those he encounters, his quest becomes
both a revealing portrait of Iranian society in all its richness and complexity and
a touching parable about the meaning of personal responsibility. Shot through
with all the wonder, beauty, tension, and mystery one day can contain, Where is
the Friend’s House? established Kiarostami’s reputation as one of cinema’s most
sensitive and profound humanists. – Janus Films

Kiarostami calls direct attention to artificial fragments in the film in order to
emphasize that which is authentic about it. For example, when the father and
son meet up with an old man who played a prominent role in Where Is the
Friend’s House?, he takes them back to his home, mumbling under his breath
that it’s only his “movie house” and that his real house was destroyed in the
earthquake. True or not, Kiarostami spends And Life Goes On teasing reality and
quantifying the realness of his films beyond their fictionality. His stars are actors
only in that they are acting; they are more importantly genuinely human, each
of them touched by the tragedies and triumphs surrounding them…

The film is a heartbreaking neo-realist adventure with faint elements of magical
realism that brings Koker to the screen as a model of the small calamities and
modesty of country life… To many adults in the modern Western world, the
stakes of Where Is the Friend’s House? might seem trivial, but Ahmed’s trek feels
colossal because Kiarostami never lets the viewer forget the moral urgency that
Ahmed feels. In the first scene, the boys’ school teacher berates Mohamed for
always forgetting to use his notebook, making the child bawl in shame. Ahmed,
seated right beside him, watches in helpless unease, and Kiarostami captures
this in close-up as though it were a supreme revelation about the meaning of
responsibility and consequence. – Colin Fitzgerald, PopMatters

It’s most evident in the small acts of kindness that take place throughout the
movie almost as a matter of instinct. Kheradmand’s director character watches
over a baby while the mother is gone, hauls a gas tank up a hill for a passerby,
and removes an old woman’s kettle from the rubble of her house… The film is
slow and occasionally silent, wholly devoted to contemplation of the value of
life. As the director says, “Every road leads somewhere.”
Colin Fitzgerald, PopMatters
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Monday 04 May at 6:30pm

Tuesday 28 April at 6:30pm

Through the Olive Trees

The Florida Project

Zir-e darakhtan-e zeyton

USA 2017

Iran 1994

Director: Sean Baker
Screenplay: Sean Baker, Chris Bergoch
Editor: Sean Baker
Producers: Sean Baker, Chris Bergoch, Kevin Chinoy, Andrew Duncan, Alex Saks,
Francesca Silvestri, Shih-Ching Tsou
Photography: Alexis Zabe
Production designer: Stephonik Youth
Costume designer: Fernando Rodriguez
Music: Lorne Balfe

Director, writer: Abbas Kiarostami
Producers: Alain Depardieu, Abbas Kiarostami
Assistant director: Jafar Panahi
Photography: Farhad Saba, Hossein Jafarian
Editor: Abbas Kiarostami
Production designer: Abbas Kiarostami
Costume designer: Hassan Zahidi
Music: Chema Rosas
With: Mohamad Ali Keshavarz (Film Director), Farhad Kheradmand (Farhad), Zarifeh Shiva
(Mrs Shiva), Hossein Rezai (Hossein), Tahereh Ladanian (Tahereh), Hocine Redai (Hocine),
Zahra Nourouzi (Kouly’s Daughter), Nosrat Bagheri (Achiz), Azim Aziz Nia (Azim), Ostadvali
Babaei (Teacher), N Boursadiki (Tahra), Khodabakhsh Defaei (teacher), Ahmed Ahmed
Poor

With: Brooklynn Prince (Moonee), Christopher Rivera (Scooty), Aiden Malik (Dicky), Josie
Olivo (Grandma Stacy), Valeria Cotto (Jancey), Edward Pagan (Dicky’s Dad), Bria Vinaite
(Halley Patti Wiley), Amber Jasineia Ramos (Luci), Willem Dafoe (Bobby)
111 mins, Blu-ray. R13 violence, offensive language, drug use & sexual material


108 mins, Blu-ray. PG
In Farsi with English subtitles

Borrowing its title from Disney World’s planning-stage moniker and not the focal
motel which resembles a kitschy housing project on the outskirts of the Magic
Kingdom, Sean Baker’s The Florida Project is aptly named for another reason:
with its largely non-pro, local, and grade school-age cast, it invariably feels like
a documentary on its own making. Two years after his iPhone-shot Tangerine
wed the impassioned humanism of Loach to the grassroots commitment of
early De Sica, Baker offers another sensitive study of near-destitution adjacent
to wanton indulgence, refusing to beatify or condemn his survivors-at-any-cost
(single mom Halley, played by Instagram discovery Bria Vinaite, is reckless and
belligerent but scarcely more than a child herself ). The kids, led by six-year-old
Moonee (the arrestingly but never studiedly precocious Brooklynn Prince),
regard the motel as the fairy-tale castle it garishly pretends to be, scampering
about like Eloise in a down-market Plaza under the watchful eye of beleaguered
manager Bobby (Willem Dafoe, radiating exhausted compassion). Baker’s film is
a timely paradox – call it magical neorealism – depicting hardscrabble poverty
without the attendant sermonizing. – Steven Mears, Film Comment

Through the Olive Trees is usually described as the concluding feature in a
trilogy, preceded by Where Is My Friend’s Home? and And Life Goes On…, but it’s
important to note that each film was conceived and planned separately… In
any event, you don’t need to have seen any of the preceding features for this
one to register fully; the important thing to bear in mind is how organically,
logically, yet unexpectedly Kiarostami’s oeuvre develops from one film to the
next, each work containing the seed of its successor… Three years after the
release of Where Is My Friend’s Home? a major earthquake devastated the region,
and a few days later Kiarostami drove there with his son in an effort to find
the child, a nonprofessional, who starred in that film; And Life Goes On… is a
fictional re-creation of that journey, filmed in the same memorable landscape,
again largely with nonprofessionals. Through the Olive Trees, which is again shot
and set around Koker and again uses many nonprofessional actors, is either a
fictional re-creation of an incident that occurred during the shooting of And
Life Goes On… or an invented anecdote grounded in the real experience of
shooting that film. I’m not sure which it is, but I’m not sure it matters.

One moment late in the film, when the realities of her life finally descend on
her to an unavoidable extent, sees Alexis Zabe‘s camera train on Prince, as she
works through the full spectrum of adult emotions for the first time within
seconds. It’s an astounding piece of performance for any actor, let alone a
young discovery. Zabe’s work elsewhere is worthy of its own plaudits; he and
Baker frame the central strip of highway to hilarious and genuinely striking
aesthetic ends alike. The Florida Project is not entirely unaware of the garish
tones of the region, and Zabe finds a handful of exceptional visual punchlines
in the sometimes outrageous business facades near the Magic Castle. But the
condescension that a film about Florida made by a lifetime New Yorker could
well have carried is hardly present, as Baker finds the beauty beneath the
ostentatious veneers of central Florida, even as portions of the film satirize it in
kind. This is and always has been somebody’s home, and that’s a fact the film
understands well. – Dominick Suzanne-Mayer, Consequence of Sound

Either way, the film affords Kiarostami yet another chance to reflect on the
encounter between the world of cinema and the lives of ordinary people –
without in any way repeating himself. After a young actor playing a newlywed
husband keeps blowing his lines, in a hilarious extended sequence of fumbled
takes worthy of Truffaut’s Day for Night, the director – Mohammad Ali Kershavarz,
ostensibly playing himself but clearly standing in for Kiarostami – replaces him
with an illiterate local mason who happens to be madly in love with the woman
playing the wife, a young woman from a well-to-do family who refuses to
speak to the mason in between takes. Most of the comedy is in the mason’s
dogged, obsessive efforts to propose marriage to her despite her refusal to
speak to him, and in the ambiguous roles played by the filmmakers and the
film they’re shooting in this process… In And Life Goes On… a filmmaker and
his son learn something about surviving a disaster from ordinary people, and
in this film ordinary people learn something about how to conduct their lives
from filmmakers…

As much as Baker’s film taps into a venerable tradition of observational
realism (witnessing, never editorializing), it’s not ‘objective’. He has too much
compassion to think like a pure documentarian; at a certain point, he hits the
limits of realism – and The Florida Project, in a deeply moving parting gesture,
finds a way to stay true to its vision while also protecting his characters (and
us) from an unbearable inevitability. There’s great integrity to showing life as
it is really is, warts and all. But sometimes showing it as it should be has value,
too. – AA Dowd, AV Club

Once again Kiarostami’s use of the surrounding mountainous landscape is
visually as well as dramatically breathtaking, culminating, as his previous film
did, in an extended take that films the actors from such a vast distance it
becomes a kind of comic and cosmic overview of the world – a vision that calls
to mind that of Tati’s Playtime transposed to a rural setting. This shot reveals an
almost mystical, open-ended sensibility that carries the film to a deeper, more
mysterious level. – Jonathan Rosenbaum, Chicago Reader
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Monday 11 May at 6:30 pm

Monday 18 May at 6:00 pm

Model Shop

In the Aisles

Director, screenplay, producer: Jacques Demy
Photography: Michel Hugo
Editor: Walter Thompson
Production designer: Kenneth A Reid
Costume designers: Gene Ashman, Rita Riggs
Music: Lou Adler, Spirit

Director: Thomas Stuber
Producers: Jochen Laube, Fabian Maubach
Screenplay: Clemens Meyer, Thomas Stuber
Photography: Peter Matjasko
Editor: Kaya Inan
Production designer: Jenny Roesler
Costume designers: Juliane Maier, Christian Röhrs

USA 1969

Early start: long run time

In den Gängen

Germany 2018

With: Anouk Aimée (Lola aka Cecile), Gary Lockwood (George Matthews), Alexandra Hay
(Gloria), Carol Cole (Barbara), Tom Holland (Gerry), Severn Darden (Camera Shop Owner)

With: Sandra Hüller (Marion), Franz Rogowski (Christian), Peter Kurth (Bruno), Andreas
Leupold (Rudi), Michael Specht (Paletten-Klaus), Steffen Scheumann (Norbert), Ramona
Kunze-Libnow (Irina), Henning Peker (Wolfgang), Matthias Brenner (Jürgen), Gerdy Zint
(Tino)

97 mins, Blu-ray. Censor’s rating tbc

One of cinema’s most unabashed dreamers and romantics, Jacques Demy
was offered a contract by Columbia Pictures in 1967 to make films in America,
thanks to the critical and popular success of his third feature, The Umbrellas of
Cherbourg (1964), the all-sung melancholy musical that launched Catherine
Deneuve’s career.

126 mins, Blu-ray. M violence
In German with English subtitles

Sandra Hüller found world-cinema stardom on account of her performance
in the black comedy Toni Erdmann; now she makes a very stylish appearance
in this utterly engrossing and richly humane workplace drama In the Aisles,
from Thomas Stuber. Franz Rogowski (Victoria, Transit) plays Christian, a quiet,
watchful guy who has just started work in a gigantic cash-and-carry megastore.
He mostly works the night-shifts, after the customers have gone home,
wheeling motorised pallets and driving forklifts in the aisles, getting crates
of food and other things down from shelves as high as buildings – difficult,
potentially dangerous work. Christian keeps himself to himself, and is keen to
cover up evidence of a more delinquent past: pulling up his collar and rolling
down his sleeves so his tattoos don’t show. An older man has been tasked with
showing Christian the ropes: this is the worldly, phlegmatic Bruno (Peter Kurth)
for whom driving forklifts is a sad decline from his glory days at the wheel of a
truck, relishing the freedom of the open road. And Hüller is Marion, who works
on the confectionery section; as she drolly reminds everyone, she is in charge
of “susswaren”: sweet stuff. She takes a distinct shine to Christian, and he to her.
As Bruno says gleefully to Christian: “You’re forklifting like a lunatic because
you’re in love!”

“I’m trying to create a world in my films,” Demy, who would transform the
port town of Rochefort into a pastel-hued mini-universe in The Young Girls
of Rochefort (1967), once said. But in Model Shop (which Demy also co-wrote
and produced), set in Los Angeles and filmed in 1968, the awestruck director
is content to capture, rather than manipulate, the majesty of his new city. The
film follows twenty-four hours in the life of George (Gary Lockwood, star of
1968’s 2001: A Space Odyssey, though Demy originally wanted then-little-known
Harrison Ford), an unemployed architect trying to scrape up one hundred
dollars so his green MG won’t be repossessed. Model Shop is just as besotted
with the City of Angels as its protagonist is. Driving up to the Hollywood Hills,
George takes in a spectacular view of Los Angeles, later remarking to a friend,
“I was really moved by the geometry of the city, its baroque harmony. It’s a
fabulous city. It’s pure poetry.”
During that memorable drive, George is in pursuit of an enigmatic Frenchwoman,
Lola (Anouk Aimée), whom he will follow to her titular place of employment,
where men pay to photograph women in various intimate settings and poses.
As becomes clear when Lola and George go back to her apartment, Model
Shop is also an oblique sequel to Demy’s first feature, 1961’s Lola, which starred
Aimée as a nightclub singer in Nantes waiting for the father of her child to
return. While Lola recounts to George, who’s just been called up for the draft,
the last seven years of her life (working in a sly reference to Demy’s 1963 film,
Bay of Angels), the theme of Model Shop becomes clear: the restorative, if
tentative, power of love. “You make me believe anything is possible,” the oncemalcontent George says to Lola the morning after. Even though the specter of
the Vietnam War looms in several scenes (whether as car-radio broadcast, in
conversation, or George’s confession that he’s afraid of death), Demy still finds
reason for hope, no matter how fragile. Or, as the film’s tagline put it: “Maybe
tomorrow. Maybe never. Maybe.” – Melissa Anderson, Artforum

In the Aisles is a movie on that overwhelmingly important but rarely filmed
subject: work. We behave as if the workplace is somehow not real to us, and
that hearth and home is where our authentic experience and identity are to be
found. But is it the other way around? – Peter Bradshaw, Guardian
There’s just enough chemistry between the winsome, vulnerable Hüller and
Rogowski… But that’s not really what Stuber’s movie is about… Stuber’s
understated, slow-moving drama nicely captures the world of overnight jobs,
the perils of ‘semi-skilled’ work (a forklift can kill you) and the loneliness that is
both an on-the-job hazard and a German stereotype. There’s a sad romance to
the late hours, a poetry and music to the routine and nobility in taking pride – if
that’s the word – in a menial, repetitive job competently done. – Movie Nation

Demy’s only – and underrated – American film may lack the fairytale charm of
his finest French work, but the bitter-sweet delicacy of tone and acute feeling
for place are at once familiar. Unlike Antonioni with Zabriskie Point, Demy never
even tries to deal with the malaise afflicting American youth in the ‘60s, but
gives us yet another (relatively plotless) tale of transient happiness and love
lost. It’s also one of the great movies about LA, shown for once as a ramshackle,
rootless sprawl, where movement on the freeways (accompanied by the sounds
of West Coast band Spirit) is seemingly endless. – Time Out
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Stuber opens as he means to go on, counter-intuitively, with a gorgeous
introduction to the empty store at night, accompanied by the dawn chorus of
Johann Strauss’s “Blue Danube”… Jenny Roesler’s production design captures
the forced jollity of this hermetic world, with its palm tree wallpaper and a sign
over the staff mirror that says, “this is how the customer sees you”, contrasted
with the grimness of Christian and Bruno’s homes. The film is at its most
optimistic through Peter Matjasko’s roaming cameras, whether the birds-eye
shots that suggest the determined, “show must go on” sense of community, or
the mobile pursuit of the forklifting Christian’s ever-more confident passage
through the aisles. – Demetrios Matheou, Screen Daily

Monday 25 May at 6:00 pm

Neighbouring Sounds

Tuesday 02 June at 6:30 pm

Early start: long run time

The Seduction of Mimi

O som ao redor

Brazil 2012

Mimì metallurgico ferito nell’onore

Italy 1972

Director, screenplay: Kleber Mendonça Filho
Producer: Emilie Lesclaux
Photography: Pedro Sotero, Fabricio Tadeu
Editors: Kleber Mendonça Filho, João Maria
Production designer: Juliano Dornelles
Costume designer: Ingrid Mata
Music: DJ Dolores

Director, screenplay: Lina Wertmüller
Producers: Romano Cardarelli, Daniele Senatore
Photography: Dario Di Palma
Editor: Franco Fraticelli
Production designer: Amedeo Fago
Costume designer: Enrico Job
Music: Piero Piccioni

With: Irandhir Santos (Clodoaldo), Gustavo Jahn (João), Maeve Jinkings (Bia), WJ Solha
(Francisco), Irma Brown (Sofia), Lula Terra (Anco), Yuri Holanda (Dinho), Clébia Souza
(Luciene), Albert Tenório (Ronaldo), Nivaldo Nascimento (Fernando)

With: Giancarlo Giannini (Carmelo Mardocheo detto Mimí), Mariangela Melato (Fiorella
Meneghini), Turi Ferro (Don Calogero/Vico Tricarico/Salvatore Tricarico), Agostina Belli
(Rosalia Capuzzo in Mardocheo), Luigi Diberti (Pippino), Elena Fiore (Amalia Finocchiaro)

124 mins, Blu-ray. M sex scenes, offensive language & drug use
In Portuguese with English subtitles

108 mins, Blu-ray. R18
In Italian with English subtitles

Neighboring Sounds, Kleber Mendonça Filho’s revelatory debut feature, takes
place mostly on a wealthy block in the northeastern Brazilian city of Recife.
Identical, gleaming white high-rises – some with fancy names like Vivaldi,
Westminster and Camille Claudel – dominate the skyline, obscuring the nearby
ocean and also the urban poverty that has been central to Brazil’s social and
cinematic identity for decades.

Delectable… politics and sex are so well balanced that all the raw emotions and
devastating jokes ring true. – Nora Sayre, New York Times
The Seduction of Mimi is a raucous comedy that brought international fame
to director Lina Wertmuller. Giancarlo Giannini gives a wonderfully comic
performance as the sad sack Mimi, a Sicilian laborer whose refusal to vote for
the Mafia’s candidate leads him to lose his job, his wife and his home. At rock
bottom, he revives his spirits by falling in love with the beautiful, radical Fiorella
(Mariangela Melato), with whom he starts a new life as a reliable husband and
father. But the past comes back to haunt him, piling on comical complexities
as all his energies surge into defending his honor, an obsession that has
horrendous but hilarious consequences. A blistering satire of Italy in the 1970s,
The Seduction of Mimi takes aim at a corrupt government, compromised labor
leaders and the politics of men in power, with uproarious results. – Fandor

The pristine apartments, with their freshly painted walls, sleek appliances and
large flat-screen televisions, look like generic enclaves of privilege. We might
be anywhere. And some of the events that occur inside those walls could be
episodes in a global soap opera of domestic banality set in Singapore or San
Francisco or Cape Town or Dubai. An exasperated housewife, whose children
are tutored in English and Mandarin, tries to silence the barking dog next door;
a rich man’s maid has an affair with a security guard; residents hold a meeting
to complain about a doorman who has been sleeping on the job.

Italian director Lina Wertmüller has always been framed as a series of
contradictions: feminist or “woman hater”; “tyrant or genius”; “odious” or
“lovable.”Those descriptions likely mean little to Wertmuller, whose 20-plus films
have, like Wertmüller herself, gleefully embraced contradiction, particularly the
paradoxes of gender and politics.

The characters in this densely populated movie can be roughly divided into
masters and servants, and you notice just how much labor – ironing clothes,
refilling water coolers, delivering packages, opening doors, selling drugs – goes
into maintaining the leisure class in its life of ease. But Mr Mendonça, a former
film critic whose command of the medium is both formidable and subtle, is
up to something more than the usual upstairs-downstairs comedy of colliding
destinies in a small place. The scope of his movie is narrow, but its ambitions
are enormous, and it accomplishes nothing less than the illumination of the
peculiar state of Brazilian (and not only Brazilian) society.

In 1976, Wertmüller became the first woman to be nominated for an Academy
Award for Best Director for her film Seven Beauties (it would be nearly 20 years
before another woman – Jane Campion – earned a nomination)… Seven
Beauties came on the heels of other modern classics like The Seduction of Mimi
and Swept Away, a film that explores class and privilege and politics, played
out in an aggressive relationship between a rich socialite and her communist
deckhand as they struggle for power on an abandoned island. The films were
proof, to a handful of feminists, at least, that Wertmüller was not one of them.
Instead, Wertmüller was labeled “male chauvinist” for depicting women in
brutal situations.

Neighboring Sounds is divided into three chapters, each with the word “guard”
in the title, and one of the movie’s themes is the intimate relationship between
security and paranoia. There are metal grates and surveillance cameras, and also
a private force of muscular men in brown vests patrolling the street at night…
As the film’s title suggests, it is sound that carries unsettling implications of
danger. We always hear more than we see: footsteps upstairs or outside; sirens
and crashes in the night; whispering voices and humming machines. With his
sound designer, Pablo Lamar, Mr Mendonça has created the aural landscape of
a horror movie.

But Wertmüller has never been interested in orthodoxy, and her films have
never been interested in the ‘correct’ ways to depict women. Instead, they
revel in the clash of socialism and capitalism often played out in personal
relationships, particularly in sex. (Wertmüller is a socialist who once called her
politics “more of an attitude than a political belief.”) It’s almost funny now to
revisit profiles of Wertmüller from the height of her fame in the 1970s; so many
seemed confused by Wertmüller’s demanding style of directing, confused by
her ambition or her commitment to her idiosyncratic vision. They all agree,
however, that Wertmüller is a masterful director and that she produced some of
the 20th century’s most memorable films. – Stassa Edwards, Jezebel

And, for much of its running time, a thriller without a plot. The tension that
suffuses the routines of everyday life is as hard to identify as it is to avoid, so
that a late swerve toward violence, while surprising, also seems inevitable, the
silent turn of an invisible wheel of fate. No one can quite see or hear what is
coming, but something is out there, just on the other side of the whatever we
think keeps us safe. – AO Scott, New York Times
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Monday 08 June at 6:30 pm

Monday 15 June at 6:30 pm

Merata: How Mum Decolonised the Screen

Exhibition

Director: Heperi Mita
Producer: Chelsea Winstanley
Executive producer: Cliff Curtis
Creative producer: Tearepa Kahi
Associate producer: Manutai Schuster
Photography: Mike Jonathan
Editor: Te Rurehe Paki
Consulting editor: Annie Collins

Director, screenplay: Joanna Hogg
Producer: Gayle Griffiths
Photography: Ed Rutherford
Editor: Helle le Fevre
Production designer: Stéphane Collonge
Sound: Jovan Ajdere

UK 2013

New Zealand 2018

With: Viv Albertine (D), Liam Gillick (H), Tom Hiddleston, Harry Kershaw (estate agents),
Mary Roscoe, Christopher McWatters (neighbours)

With: Merata Mita, Rafer Rautjoki, Richard Rautjoki, Rhys Rautjoki, Awatea Mita, Eruera
“Bob” Mita, Heperi Mita, Taika Waititi, Alanis Obomsawin, Bird Runningwater

104 mins, Blu-ray. M sex scenes & offensive language


95 mins, DCP, colour and B&W. Exempt
In English and te reo Māori with English subtitles

In 2015, the Daily Mail incredulously reported the £8.5m price tag of an
“unsightly 1960s concrete building” which had just gone up for sale in
Kensington. That house – designed by architect James Melvin – is both the set
and the star of Joanna Hogg’s Exhibition. The film is ‘about’ this house in a rich
and enigmatic way – it gets as much camera time by itself as the two (human)
leads. They are D and H, an artist couple who rattle around its handsome latemodernist rooms ‘working’ in an opaque, experimental way… D can often be
found curling around or slotting into parts of the house, possibly developing
her performance art or perhaps trying to tap some kind of energy or guidance.
The house drives the plot and inspires and afflicts its residents. Its spaces
seem to mould states of mind, even personalities, but also function as neutral
vehicles for projected frustrations and fantasies.

By the time the pioneering indigenous filmmaker and activist Merata Mita
died suddenly in 2010, she had packed an extraordinary amount of action
into her 68 years. If her youngest son Heperi Mita became a film archivist
and a filmmaker in order to discover the stories she did not live to tell him,
then we in Aotearoa have something new to thank her for. His first film is a
remarkable accomplishment, a compelling Great Woman portrait that speaks
intimately from personal experience. He has an abundant archive of film and TV
appearances to draw on, beginning with his mother’s mesmerising testimony as
a Māori woman bringing up children alone in the 1977 TV documentary Māori
Women in a Pākehā World. By 1979 she was making landmark documentaries
herself, most notably Bastion Point: Day 507 (1980) and Patu! (1983) which
rattled Kiwi complacency by so clearly identifying the violation of Māori rights –
the latter film explicitly tying New Zealand’s record to apartheid in South Africa.
In 1988 her film Mauri, deftly quoted in this one, was the first feature written
and directed by a Māori woman.

Even in the moments when this experimental probing of domestic space tends
most toward abstraction, the fact remains, inalienable, that it is situated in a
real house, with a real value. When we see D and H sweeping rain off the flat
roof or fiddling with the boiler, they are interacting with and maintaining that
“concrete building”. There’s an authentic documentary tone to these scenes
of practical, unsimulated engagement, which distinguishes the film’s abstract
affective explorations as, so to speak, cemented. It’s no surprise to learn the
actors lived in the house for the duration of the shoot. Their characters’ internal
lives are always bound to and never separate from it: the film’s first and last fact.
Louis Rogers, Tank Magazine

Heperi is the first to acknowledge that he grew up in the best of times, when
Merata and his father Geoff Murphy lived in Los Angeles and Hawaii. He turns
to his older siblings to learn about earlier days when living was often hand-tomouth and police raided the house in search of Patu! footage. They are a loving
whānau whose testimony reverberates with the conviction that their mother’s
fierce maternal instinct was integral to her work as a fighter, mover, shaker,
mentor and artist of abiding international significance. – NZIFF

Having made a successful debut in 2007 with Unrelated, [Joanna Hogg]
continued to focus on middle-class familial tensions in Archipelago (2010), both
starring Tom Hiddleston. Exhibition, starring punk-rock star Viv Albertine and
artist Liam Gillick, is her first film not set in a holiday home, with a childless
couple rather than a large family…

In How Mum Decolonised the Screen director Heperi Mita takes us through a
whānau journey that brings to the fore the many experiences that both shaped
and motivated his mother’s life and work. When whānau share their stories of
those they love it is layered, like a well recited cultural, genealogical template
that is our whakapapa. Whakapapa is both identity and stories. It is a cultural
framework through which we come to recall who we are, where we are from,
the collectives to which we are connected and to whom we are responsible.

Exhibition explores the raw, unglamorized dance of marriage… The house
seems to define their relationship, it’s as if they are a product of their space;
they work in separate offices one above the other, talking via intercoms, but
for H this relationship with the house is stifling and they decide to sell. Hogg
draws out the tensions that evolve as a result of this decision and the fact that
H is considerably more successful than D. Her trademarks of long, fixed camera
shots, lack of soundtrack and mixture of nonprofessional and professional
actors are precisely what give her viewers that strange feeling of intrusion, as
if we are hidden observers watching – almost with a voyeuristic pleasure – the
nuances of a relationship. – Indigo Bates, Bright Lights Film Journal

Decolonising and indigenising the screen has never been solely about image,
or the narrative. It is about telling those stories, framing those images and
shaping our understandings in ways that align to our cultural, spiritual,
emotional and intellectual ways of being as Māori and indigenous nations. It is
about our right to be self-determining in all spaces, including film. What is clear
is that for our stories as Māori and indigenous peoples to be heard we must
tell them ourselves. We must see ourselves and we must create those images
through our own lens. That has always sat at the centre of the decolonising
intent of Merata’s work. An intent that has been honoured in this documentary
by those that most count: her children. – Leonie Pihama, The Spinoff

This is confident, uncompromising work, with a ghostliness that plays on your
mind for days, and it cements Hogg’s place at the forefront of new British
cinema. – Robbie Collin, Telegraph
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Monday 22 June at 6:30 pm

Monday 29 June at 6:30 pm

God’s Own Country

I Am Not a Witch

Director, screenplay: Francis Lee
Producers: Manon Ardisson, Jack Tarling
Photography: Joshua James Richards
Editor: Chris Wyatt
Production designer: Stéphane Collonge
Costume designer: Sian Jenkins

Director, screenplay: Rungano Nyoni
Producers: Emily Morgan, Juliette Grandmont
Photography: David Gallego
Editors: George Cragg, Yann Dedet, Thibault Hague
Production designer: Nathan Parker
Costume designer: Holly Rebecca
Music: Matthew James Kelly

UK 2017

UK/Zambia 2017

With: Josh O’Connor (Johnny Saxby), Alec Secareanu (Gheorghe Ionescu), Ian Hart (Martin
Saxby), Gemma Jones (Deirdre Saxby)

With: Margaret Mulubwa (Shula), Henry BJ Phiri (Mr Banda), Nancy Murilo (Charity), John
Tembo (Tembo)

105 mins, Blu-ray. R16 nudity, offensive language, sexual material & content that may
disturb

95 mins, Blu-ray. PG adult themes
In English, Bemba, Nyanja and Tonga with English subtitles

The feature debut of the English actor Francis Lee, God’s Own Country will draw
comparisons to Brokeback Mountain, and not without reason… But it’s been a
dozen years since Ang Lee’s pristine, careful drama, and the world is different
now. God’s Own Country quickly defines itself as an angrier, rougher work – and
somehow a more hopeful one. – NowToronto

In this part of the world, we’re lucky enough to be familiar with the socially
aware but genre-mindful cinema of Alan Clark and Ken Loach. But I Am Not
a Witch, the knockout debut feature from Rungano Nyoni – born in Zambia,
raised in Wales – is something else again, an extravagant flight of fancy that
functions equally well as an anthropological curiosity, engrossing drama,
feminist allegory, tart political satire and dire warning against xenophobia.

While his childhood friends go off to university, John Saxby (a splendidly surly,
grunting Josh O’Connor) is left behind to look after the meagre farm his sick and
embittered father Martin (Ian Hart) and grandmother Deirdre (Gemma Jones)
can no longer manage. Their harsh circumstances and a well-honed culture of
stoicism forbid any reaction to disaster more expressive than “we’ll cope” and
“we’ll get on with it.” The script is wilfully spare. By day John goes about his
chores in near silence; by night he drinks himself into a stupor at the village pub
and rounds off with bouts of aggressive, anonymous sex with a man for whom
he cares nothing. When his grandmother hires a Romanian to help John out
on the farm, John treats him with the same boorish contempt. Gheorghe (Alec
Secareanu) is strong, Heathcliff-handsome, and fiercely ready to set boundaries
when Johnny dismisses him as a gypsy. Yet Gheorghe’s gentle, sensitive
temperament and his ecstatic feel for the barren beauty of the landscape with
its windswept hills and lowering Turner skies show in the tender care he shows
toward the lambs and cows…

This fascinating film begins with ludicrous accusations levelled against an
orphaned nine-year-old girl, Shula (played by remarkable newcomer Margaret
Mulubwa). One neighbour denounces her for poisoning the local well; another
alleges the girl has chopped off his arm with an axe (no matter that said limb
remains entirely attached). A hilariously nonchalant police officer (Nellie
Munamonga) calls in Mr Banda (Henry BJ Phiri), a scheming local official. He
determines that Shula will live in a witch camp, but not before he profits from
her ‘gifts’.
Witchcraft is vilified in certain rural parts of Ghana and Zambia, where witch
camps are a disturbingly real thing. Rungano Nyoni’s satire imaginatively
connects the witches to their compulsory villages by a long, white ribbon (in
real life, they would be bound by a spell)… Nyoni’s life asks if it’s better to live
as a roaming goat or a tethered woman. In this spirit, Mr Banda introduces
Shula to a mentor, a ‘kept woman’ who lives in a luxurious house away from the
other witches. “Respectability,” she promises Shula: “Because I did everything I
was told.”

Lee directs his leads with subtle assurance. The growing intimacy between
these two men – one damaged and impacted, the other serenely at ease with
himself – can’t be separated from their casually graphic carnality. When a threat
to the fragile equilibrium of one leads to a betrayal and a sudden departure,
the emotional temperature drops precipitously, but not without point or
purpose. Some have seen an allusion to Brexit in Gheorghe’s plight. But God’s
Own Country is not manifestly a political film, nor is it a gay rite of passage story
or a statement on homophobia. The sexual politics are marvellously dense and
deeply buried. John’s sexuality is, if not accepted, then tolerated mostly without
comment. If anything, a painfully bigoted encounter at the pub suggests that
British xenophobia remains far more robust than homophobia.
Ella Taylor, NPR

Stylistically, this is a big, bold movie enlivened by counterpointing bursts of
Vivaldi and Estelle’s ‘American Boy’ and the gorgeous compositions of director
of photography David Gallego, who shot 2015 Oscar nominee Embrace of the
Serpent. Spellbinding stuff. – Tara Brady, Irish Times
“My film’s sort of a joke about my culture, that I thought we could all laugh
along together to, until I realized that this understanding wasn’t quite universal,”
[Rungano Nyoni] said in a recent interview. Some audiences would apologize
for laughing at certain parts, “maybe feeling like they were punching down
by laughing at Africans in a certain predicament. It’s like I had to give them
permission to laugh… What I want audiences to understand is that the film is
an exaggeration of real life.” She had a couple of very specific targets in mind.
“I’m challenging the ignorance that gives life to absurdities that target people
based on class or gender,” she said. “Those most often accused of witchcraft
tend to be older women. And, as I see it, there’s no point in being afraid to
talk about this openly, nor do I see any reason not to mock this horrible, silly,
exploitative practice.” – interview with Tambay Obenson, Indiewire

Lee, eager to show us his world through cinema, certainly succeeds in doing
so, but not without help from a talented crew: cinematographer Joshua James
Richards and production designer Stéphane Collonge (who worked on Joanna
Hogg’s Exhibition) achieve an aesthetic that’s irremovable from Lee’s vision. Its
look is especially important considering the shortage of dialogue… Some of
the outdoor scenes are reminiscent of Victor Sjöström’s The Wind, the beautiful
men and their muted romance magnificently small against the glorious
terrain… – Kathleen Sachs, Cine-File
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Monday 06 July at 6:00 pm 		

Capharnaüm

Monday 13 July at 6:30 pm

Early start: long run time

For My Father’s Kingdom

Capernaum

Lebanon 2018

New Zealand 2019

Director: Nadine Labaki
Producers: Khaled Mouzanar, Michel Merkt
Screenplay: Nadine Labaki, Jihad Hojeily, Michelle Kesrouani, Georges Khabbaz,
Khaled Mouzanar
Photography: Christopher Aoun
Editors: Konstantin Bock, Laure Gardette
Production designer: Hussein Baydoun
Costume designer: Zeina Saab Demelero
Music: Khaled Mouzanar

Directors: Vea Mafile’o, Jeremiah Tauamiti
Producers: Sandra Kailahi, Vea Mafile’o
Photography: Jeremiah Tauamiti
Editor: Margot Francis
Music: David Long, Briar Prastiti
With: Saia Mafile’o, Robert Mafile’o, Emily Mafile’o, Elizabeth Mafile’o, Fiona Henderson
Mafile’o, Vea Mafile’o, Malosi Tauamiti, Talavou Tauamiti, Emil Mafile’o, Emily Hayward
97 mins, DCP. Exempt
In English and Tongan with English subtitles

With: Zain Al Rafeea (Zain), Yordanos Shiferaw (Rahil), Boluwatife Treasure Bankole (Yonas),
Kawthar Al Haddad (Souad), Fadi Kamel Youssef (Selim), Cedra Izam (Sahar),
Alaa Chouchnieh (Aspro), Nadine Labaki (Nadine)

The heart of this film has always been about a father and his goal of being there
for his family… Vea’s father tried to do what we all try to do as parents; and what
we all want as children – to love or be loved with no barriers. – Vea Mafile’o &
Jeremiah Tauamiti

123 mins, Blu-ray. M violence, offensive language & drug references
In Arabic and Amharic with English subtitles

Every so often a film comes along whose very existence can be hard to wrap your
head around… – the ones that simultaneously seem so real and so impossible
that watching them is like witnessing a magic trick you can’t figure out. Nadine
Labaki’s Capernaum – a foreign-language Oscar nominee, and Jury Prize-winner
at Cannes – is that kind of film. It’s the story of a child surviving on the streets of
Beirut, infused with the richness of great fiction and the heart-in-mouth power
of frontline news footage. The peril feels so truthful and specific, and the young
cast’s reactions to it so astonishingly natural, that my heart couldn’t work out
whether it should break or pop.

Aotearoa isn’t always the land of milk and honey it promises to be. Throughout
the life of Saia Mafile’o – a dad, a grandfather, a husband and a son – Aotearoa
has given many fortunes and taken them away. But nothing has changed Saia’s
resounding faith in the church and his absolute love for his country – Tonga.
Through creative ways to make money for the church, Saia is content knowing
that what he gives reserves his place in heaven.
Having grown up straddling two worlds, Saia’s adult children struggle to
understand their father’s unmovable Tongan ways of life – that is, until a trip
to Tonga. A proud ex-head prefect of the prestigious Tupou College, Toloa, Saia
takes them with him to a school reunion which sees tradition, faith and feasting
come into full view.

The young survivor is Zain, played in an utterly disarming performance by Zain
Al Rafeea, who like his character is around 12 years old. He flees his family’s dingy
Beirut apartment in the wake of what he sees, quite rightly, as an appalling
betrayal by his mother and father, and is bounced around in the tumult of
the Lebanese capital. (The film’s title is a French term for chaos, and also a
Biblical town cursed by Christ.) Bambi-eyed the boy may be, but he’s no Disney
innocent; he gets by on his considerable wits. After fetching up at a decrepit
theme park, he befriends an Ethiopian single mother called Rahil (Yordanos
Shiferaw) and becomes a surrogate big brother to her similarly undocumented
toddler Yonas… When Rahil goes missing, Zain becomes Yonas’s guardian too,
and the two children must fend for themselves in the direst of circumstances.
Zain fashions a makeshift pushchair for Yonas from a skateboard and a cooking
pot, and it becomes an image of against-all-odds endurance, the boy doggedly
trundling the toddler along through the city’s racket and heat.

A loving portrait of a father told from the perspective of his four kids, For My
Father’s Kingdom, having premiered in Berlin earlier this year, now returns home
to audiences who know this experience intimately. In trying to understand
her father, director Vea Mafile’o and Jeremiah Tauamiti capture a moving story
about generational difference, resilience and unconditional love. With this brief
glimpse into Tongan life, we are reminded of the longing Pacific elders have for
home, while the next generations build on their sacrifices. – Lana Lopesi, NZIFF
From the first few frames, we understand that Vea Mafile‘o’s study of her Tongan
pensioner father, Saia, has a rather ironic title: the “kingdom” of which she
speaks is a small South Auckland house with a kumara patch, and a carport
turned into a smoking shed. Saia’s only job is a paper run at 2am, all so that he
can give and give again to the church. Misinale – an annual church celebration
involving the practice of tithing that would gall an unknowing Pālangi viewer –
sees Saia cough up thousands of dollars, money he does not have.

Capernaum is Labaki’s third and most ambitious film to date: a kind of
social-realist blockbuster which in certain nerve-shredding sections resembles
nothing less than a world-cinema remake of Baby’s Day Out. The closest thing
to it in recent years is Slumdog Millionaire, and the UK poster campaign evokes
Danny Boyle’s film with a shot of Zain and his sister Sahar (Cedra Izam) on a
dust-blown rooftop. Like Boyle, Labaki uses an initially improbable framing
device – a court case in which Zain is suing his parents for giving birth to him,
rather than an episode of Who Wants To Be A Millionaire? – to bring shape to a
story that naturally sprawls. (As in her earlier films, the cast are almost entirely
non-professional actors, and appear in roles that are close to their everyday
lives.) But Capernaum is closer in both texture and spirit to the Brazilian crime
epic City of God: it teems with the same excitement and danger…
The sensation of being right there on the ground stems from the nimble
camerawork, which darts after Zain through the city’s markets and slums, and
also the incidental colour vividly woven through the story itself… Telegraph

Yet, as the film begins to touch the fault-lines of the Mafile‘o family, reaching
back into a fractured past, we come to understand that the co-director is
referring to a mental kingdom, a map of the morals and values that her father
holds dear: humility, dedication, forgiveness – a richer inheritance.
One of the most moving scenes – of which there are many – comes towards the
end, as Saia and his son, Robert, sit in a bare farming shed. Their conversation is
conducted in the somewhat stunted tones of the male heart-to-heart, and ends
with “How about a cup of tea, eh?” But underneath the rugged unsentimentality is
a sense of profound honesty and restitution. – James Robins, New Zealand Listener
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Monday 17 August at 6:30 pm

Monday 24 August at 6:00 pm

AFS thanks The Surrey Hotel

Early start: long run time

Bob le Flambeur

Army of Shadows

Director: Jean-Pierre Melville
Producers: Jean-Pierre Melville, Serge Silberman, Roger Vidal
Screenplay: Jean-Pierre Melville, Auguste Le Breton
Photography: Henri Decaë
Editor: Monique Bonnot
Production designer: Claude Bouxin
Costume designer: Ted Lapidus
Music: E ddie Barclay, Jo Boyer

Director: Jean-Pierre Melville
Producer: Jacques Dorfmann
Screenplay: Jean-Pierre Melville. Based on the novel by Joseph Kessel
Photography: Pierre Lhomme, Walter Wottitz
Editor: Françoise Bonnot
Production designer: Théobald Meurisse
Costume designer: Madame Colette Baudot
Music: Éric Demarsan

With: Isabelle Corey (Anne), Daniel Cauchy (Paulo), Roger Duchesne (Robert “Bob”
Montagné), Guy Decomble (Le commissaire Ledru), André Garet (Roger), Gérard Buhr
(Marc), Claude Cerval (Jean, le croupier)

With: Lino Ventura (Philippe Gerbier), Paul Meurisse (Luc Jardie), Jean-Pierre Cassel
(Jean François Jardie), Simone Signoret (Mathilde), Claude Mann (Claude Ullmann
dit “Le Masque”), Paul Crauchet (Felix Lepercq)

98 mins, DCP, B&W. PG
In French, with English subtitles

145 mins, DCP. M medium level violence
In French with English subtitles

France 1956

L’armée des ombres

France 1969

Something like the cinematic Birth of the Cool, Melville’s drollest, most likable
gangster movie is set in the ’50s, but it deliberately evokes Paris’s pre-World War
II underworld. There’s a nostalgia to Melville’s love of smoky dives and Pigalle
at dawn. His tough-guy hero, heading home to sleep at 7am, catches a glimpse
of his weary reflection in a storefront mirror and mutters, “a real hood’s face.”
(Actually, Bob is played by Roger Duchesne, a distinguished-looking actor with
a real-life shady past.) A former bank robber, now the most formidable high
roller in Paris, Bob hates pimps but has a soft spot for young lowlife… Bob Le
Flambeur takes itself seriously, but as attitude thrillers go, it’s exceedingly light
on its feet. The movie is a superb riff with a boffo finale, a terrific, cynical punch
line, and a crazy closing image of Bob’s Plymouth on an empty beach.
J Hoberman, Village Voice

Any moviegoers with a weakness for dry heroism, dark-toned humor, and
storytelling of pantherish pace and grace – in short, lovers of cinema – should
reach for their fedoras, turn up the collars of their coats, and sneak to this
picture through a mist of rain… You are in the hands of a master.
Anthony Lane, New Yorker
Approaches its pulse-quickening tale of life in the underground in the same
exacting way Melville rendered so many stories of life in the underworld. As
with the ascetic criminals he couldn’t resist mythologizing, Melville sees the
brave rebels as steely men of action (and women, hence the unforgettable
Simone Signoret), operating outside the law and according to their own strict
codes, never allowing emotion to cloud their judgment. The result is a brilliant
and relentless thriller, painted in Melville’s trademark shades of charcoal and
midnight blue, marked by daring escapes, unimaginable moments of selfsacrifice and unconscionable acts of betrayal. At its center rests the granitefeatured Ventura, his final meeting with a once-trusted compatriot on a Paris
street a chilling reminder that, in wartime, even mercy is brutal.
Scott Foundas, LA Weekly

The French have made some first-class crime pictures, which [English speakers]
have been given too few opportunities to see. Luckily, we have Bob le Flambeur
(Bob the Gambler), one of the greatest caper movies in any language. NonFrancophones might not understand its crackling and untranslatable slang
dialogue by Auguste le Breton, who also wrote the incomparable Rififi, but they
will feel its rhythm, which is sufficient. And the picture was directed by JeanPierre Melville, who might as well have invented the French crime movie. Melville
– his real last name was Grumbach, his pseudonym an homage to the author of
Moby Dick – started making films right after World War II, independent of the
studios, working on a shoestring, on location and without stars. Alone of all the
French filmmakers of the 1950s, he made pictures entirely on his own terms.
His example let the incipient New Wavers know that such a thing was possible.

The Resistance: an escape from the Gestapo, so sudden and hairsbreadth as
to leave the toughest of tough guys gasping with the icy sweat of terror and
relief; two brothers remain unaware, to the end, of each other’s clandestine
activities; patriots who, in relentless pursuit of traitors, must steel themselves to
the most brutal of face-to-face violence. Lino Ventura (Elevator to the Gallows,
Classe Tous Risques, etc), aided by compatriots including maîtresse of disguise
Simone Signoret, goes underground in face of the German Occupation – but
the price of heroism can be truly horrific. Precursor of the New Wave and
legend of the French gangster film, Jean-Pierre Melville realized the dream of
a quarter-century when he adapted “the book of the Resistance,” written by
Joseph Kessel (Belle de Jour) in the white heat of immediacy. Melville turned
the detached, unblinking gaze of his Noir classics on these memories of his
youth – he himself served for years in the Resistance – adding a jarring finale of
his own, so stoically uncompromising as to reduce Kessel himself to sobs on his
first viewing. – Film Forum

But Melville, despite his working methods, was a classicist. Bob le Flambeur may
be the most elegantly rigorous movie ever made about a cockeyed heist. It is
also one of the most elegiac, with a twilight mood about it. Bob, as courtly and
dignified as any all-night gambler ever was but willing to risk his serenity for
one last big score, is in Melville’s view a relic of a bygone, pre-war world, when
crooks had an independence and integrity not unlike Melville’s own…
Even if you allow for the Frenchness of the enterprise, what you have here
is an underworld bearing about the same relation to historical reality as the
settings of most Westerns – a place that came into fully-imagined being only
in retrospective view. And as with the top rank of Westerns, you’d be a fool
to quibble. Its story, setting, and characters may have been shaped by fond
and wishful recollection, but there is not a breath of falsehood about Bob le
Flambeur. Its tenderness is every bit as strong as its dramatic irony, and its
romance can outshoot any lesser picture’s cynicism. – Luc Santé, Criterion
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Monday 07 September at 6:00 pm

Monday 31 August at 6:30 pm

Young Solitude

Léon Morin, Priest

Premières solitudes

Early start: long run time

Léon Morin, prêtre

France 2018

France 1961

Director, writer: Claire Simon
Producers: Sophie Dulac, Alice Ormières, Michel Zana, Lazare Gousseau, Aurélien Py
Photography: Claire Simon
Editors: Luc Forveille, Léa Masson, Claire Simon
Sound: Fabien Adelin, Pierre Bompy, Elias Boughedir, Virgile van Ginneken, Nathalie Vidal
Foley: Gregory Vincent

Director: Jean-Pierre Melville
Producers: Georges de Beauregard, Carlo Ponti
Screenplay: Jean-Pierre Melville. Based on novel by Béatrice Beck
Photography: Henri Decaë
Editor: Jacqueline Meppiel
Production designer: Daniel Guéret
Costume designer: Paulette Breil
Music: Martial Solal

100 mins, Blu-ray. Exempt
In French with English subtitles

With: Jean-Paul Belmondo (Léon Morin), Emmanuelle Riva (Barny), Irène Tunc (Christine
Sangredin), Nicole Mirel (Sabine Levy), Gisèle Grimm (Lucienne)

For Claire Simon’s new documentary, Young Solitude, in which she observes and
listens to ten students (eight girls and two boys) in a suburban high school near
Paris, the director takes an exceptionally immersive approach: she does her own
camerawork and recruits some of the participating students to record sound.
The film shows the teenagers… speaking to one another with a revelatory
frankness about relationships – especially with their parents. With a blend of
self-aware sociological context and psychological insight, the ethnically diverse
group of students, almost all of whose parents have divorced or are otherwise
separated, lay bare the wounds they’ve suffered – and the effect of their family
lives on their own relationships and future plans. Simon elicits discussions of a
novelistic depth; her assertive images give the students’ words physical impact.
Richard Brody, New Yorker

130 mins, DCP, B&W. PG sexual references
In French with English subtitles

My personal favorite of Melville’s works, the spiritual drama Léon Morin concerns
the wartime relationship between an atheist widow (Emmanuelle Riva) and a
passionate young priest (Jean-Paul Belmondo). The widow first comes to him
out of curiosity about religion, then develops a true calling after months of
serious debate. Her fascination with religion is clearly rooted in her unspoken
physical attraction to the priest, and Melville develops a seductive tension in her
conflicted motives… Yet Léon Morin is about more than unspoken desire – its
ultimate concern is the unseen force of religious faith, in which the characters
find solace during the Nazi occupation. Conceivably the most probing film
about Catholicism ever made by a Jewish director, Léon Morin deepens the
theme of tacit devotion that runs through all of Melville’s filmography.
Ben Sachs, Chicago Reader

Claire Simon’s previous film, Le Concours, was an observational doc focused
on the inner workings of the entry exam for La Femis, the famous Parisian
film school which, to this day, continues to form a huge bulk of France’s
cinematic talents. Although her latest film, Premières Solitudes, also focuses on
film students, it strays far from the Wiseman-esque aesthetic of Le Concours.
Instead, the documentary lets the feelings and emotions of its subjects take
centre stage and crucially lets them speak for themselves, offering a much more
humane portrait of teenagers as individuals…

The title may be Leon Morin, Priest, but Emmanuelle Riva is the heart and soul
of Jean-Pierre Melville’s potent World War II film about political oppression,
religious conversion, and romantic frustration. Riva’s portrait of a Communist
office worker and single mother striving to maintain her own integrity and
her daughter’s safety provides the film with a startling cumulative force. In
this 1961 production, two years after she supplied the emotional ballast for
Alain Resnais’s Hiroshima, Mon Amour, Riva delivers a great unpretentious
performance… she makes the heroine’s confusion of spiritual and sexual
awakening accessible and stirring. Of course, Melville does hand Riva the
ideal leading man. Belmondo, in the first flush of his post-Breathless stardom,
imbues the role of the priest with a rugged sensual aura and lightning big-cat
reflexes… He is masterly at embodying how Morin uses his charisma, his surly,
forthright charm, and his delight in religious argument to revive the faith or at
least the curiosity of Catholic women, even outright sinners…

The solitude of teenagers is as much a taboo as it is a truth universally
acknowledged and experienced. By simply addressing it with the young people
themselves, Simon allows for conversations which, although they might not
necessarily help the students with their pain, do allow us to perceive them as
people with their own valid feelings and emotions… – Elena Lazic, Seventh Row
“I was commissioned to make a fiction short film with this class, which I was
supposed to write. And to write it, I told them I needed to know them a little. So
I first made a documentary with them composed of my conversations with each
one of them. They told me some very personal things. I’d asked them to tell me
about being alone, about solitude – do they like it, is it good or bad, etc… And
they didn’t want everyone to see that.”

Riva plays Barny, the lapsed-Catholic widow of a Jewish husband and the
mother of a young girl named France… Barny, not Morin, is the film’s
unpredictable protagonist, right from the beginning, when she merrily
acknowledges, in past-tense voiceover, that she mistook the invading Italian
Army for ‘traveling players’ with their silly, flowered felt hats. She tells us that she
bore the Occupation lightly. The brilliance in the movie comes from Melville and
Riva depicting the psychic cost of Barny’s struggle for romantic and religious
transcendence and the escalating weight of life during wartime…

Why this topic of solitude?
“Because it’s taboo… I’m a very solitary person, so I was thinking that this
was something I could share with them. I really didn’t think that this word
would trigger such a tsunami of revelations. It intersected a lot with their own
experience. Once I edited all these interviews together and, in that process,
learned who they were, I suggested we organise dialogues among them. That
way, they speak with each other. It’s completely different from speaking to me.
Most importantly, they are standing by what they’re saying and how they’re
saying it in front of the person they’re speaking to and everyone else. Which is
completely different from what happens when I’m working hard to draw things
out of them.” – Claire Simon, Seventh Row

Recent appreciations have focused on [Melville’s] tributes to crime-world
professionals and the tough feelings that bind his gesture-laden style. But
Melville also displays his distinctive surgical keenness in chamber dramas and
‘women’s pictures’… Melville’s images are cathartic because his vision is both
pitiless and tender. – Michael Sragow, Film Comment
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Monday 14 September at 6:00 pm

Up the Mountain

Monday 21 September at 6:30 pm

Early start: long run time

The Garden

Huo shan

China 2018

Sommerhäuser

Germany 2017

Director, producer: Zhang Yang
Photography: Guo Daming
Editor: Wei Le
Sound: Yang Jiang, Zhao Nan

Director, screenplay: Sonja Kröner
Producers: Tobias Walker, Philipp Worm
Photography: Julia Daschner
Editor: Ulrike Tortora
Production designer: Conrad Reinhardt
Costume designer: Andy Besuch
Music: Sebastian Fillenberg

With: Shen Jianhua
127 mins, DCP. Censor’s rating tbc
In Mandarin with English subtitles

With: Katja Brenner (Brigitte Schauer), Jonathan Bähr (Frank), Peter Clös (Flachs), Günther
Maria Halmer (Erich), Grischa Huber (Frau Fischer), Mavie Hörbiger (Gitti), Thomas Loibl
(Bernd)

This lyrical documentary from Zhang Yang is a meditation on beauty. But like
the film’s enigmatic central character, artist and teacher Shen Jianhua, Zhang’s
lens finds beauty in simplicity. The focus here is on the easy rhythms of life in
the remote mountain settlement where Shen relocated from Shanghai years
before; but Zhang also explores the pull of modernity and the collision in China
between a tradition of contemplation and a culture of consumption. The result
is a balm of a film, which channels the quiet wisdom of the central character
and of the gang of granny folk artists who learned from him a new means of
expression.

97 mins, Blu-ray. Censor’s rating tbc
In German with English subtitles

The Garden, from director Sonja Maria Kröner, is as specific a time capsule as
its English-language title is generic. It is set in 1976 West Germany, during a
languid summer that sees three generations of a family come together – and
frequently squabble and bicker – after the death of their matriarch. Just one of
the points of contention is the dead woman’s sprawling, leafy and sun-dappled
estate that’s home to the “summer houses,” or vacation cottages, of the original
title, where the various family members are staying during that year’s dog days.
Things begin ominously, with a tree that was felled by lightning on the day of
great-grandma’s burial. But rather tellingly, Kröner isn’t interested in either the
potentially spectacular theatrics of the lightning hitting the tree or the possibly
emotional histrionics of the funeral, which both duly occur off-screen. Instead,
the film stays within the confines of the late woman’s somewhat rundown
estate, opening with the tree already down and then going on to capture all
the subtler moments in between the two extremes the filmmaker so explicitly
avoided. The entire film is filled with half-spoken truths and observations such
as these that point to worlds of hurt and decisions and expectations in the past
that have led the large clan to where they are today. This is how Kröner, who
also wrote the screenplay, manages to suggest a lot of very dense backstory
and yet keep the main narrative, which always unfurls in the present and
without any flashbacks, very lean and clutter-free. – Hollywood Reporter

Framed with an aspect ratio which mirrors the boxy canvasses on which the
students of Shen Jianhua create their work, the film is similarly crafted with love
and an eye for playful composition. It is gorgeous to look at but, more than that,
it taps into a way of life which is enviably unfussy and admirably egalitarian. Not
a whole lot happens, but Zhang captures a spiritual quality to a social fabric
which perhaps only still exists because the village is geographically removed
from the rest of the country.
Shot over an extended period in the village of Shuanglang in Yunnan, Zhang
Yang’s documentary shares themes with those of some of his previous dramatic
features. Shower (1999) dealt with the appeal of a simpler life for a Beijing
businessman who returns to help at his father’s bathhouse. And Sunflower
(2005) told of a father who passed on his knowledge to his son through
painting lessons. Shen Jianhua, a somewhat unknowable figure in the film,
is first and foremost an art teacher, but he is also a spiritual leader, giving
guidance on everything from marriage to interior decorating (he’s not a fan of
bathroom tiles).

In the background, there’s a buzz of portentous unease. The radio burbles the
story of a missing child; the newspapers print salacious details of the crime for
the old ladies to tut about over tea; wasps start to multiply; and, like all good
childhood vacation spots, there’s even a fantasy ghoul: the mysterious ‘artist’
who lives just over the boundary fence, whose art betrays a worrisome interest
in doll mutilation. The images are in a rich, precisely calibrated palette, and
though the framing from DP Julia Daschner sometimes sacrifices discipline
for immediacy, more often it picks out nicely observed moments of all-butdisappeared humdrum activity, like making a bed with blankets rather than a
duvet, or briskly cleaning one’s nails with a nail brush. The locations, interiors
and costuming are terrific (kudos to production designer Conrad Reinhardt
and costume designer Andy Besuch), with every corner of this contained,
microcosmic world feeling authentic to its 1970s German setting. Chris Rebay
and Heiko Müller’s sound design deserves special mention: The scoreless
film derives an enormous amount of its evocative power from the cleverly
layered soundtracking of birdsong and wasp-drone under rustling leaves,
creaking wood, far-off airplanes and the white noise of wind and sprinklers.
And, perhaps most impressive of all for a neophyte director, Kröner gets
unimpeachably natural, unselfconscious performances from every member of
her big, generations-spanning ensemble, playing a family who may be nothing
like your own, but who will remind you of them anyway. – Jessica Kiang, Variety

Zhang uses a fly on the wall approach which complements the watchful,
unhurried way of living which Shen has adopted, along with his pregnant wife
and his teenage daughter. Their home, high on a mountain, is a perfect blend of
unfussy form and function. Windows frame the view, like constantly changing
paintings; resident artists, largely women in their sixties to eighties, potter
around the corridors pulling together the communal meals. Zhang eavesdrops
on their conversations, and loiters on the edges of their songs – robust choruses
about fish, food and family.
The rituals – New Year celebrations, dragon dances, seasonal ceremonies – are
captured, first by the camera, and then in the paintings of the women who
study with the master. There’s little mention of money; when asked about his
prospects, one of Shen’s disciples says he makes one painting a year, and has
no guarantee of selling it. This really is about creating for the joy of creation.
Wendy Ide, Screendaily
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Monday 28 September at 6:30 pm

Monday 05 October at 6:30 pm

The State Against Mandela and the Others

3 Days in Quiberon

3 Tage in Quiberon

Germany/Austria/France 2018

L’état contre Mandela et les autres

France 2018

Director, screenplay: Emily Atef
Producer: Karsten Stöter
Photography: Thomas W Kiennast
Editor: Hansjörg Weißbrich
Production: Silke Fischer
Costume designer: Janina Audick
Music: Christoph Kaiser, Julian Maas

Directors: Nicolas Champeaux, Gilles Porte
Photography: Samuel Lahu
Editor: Alexandra Strauss
Graphic designer: Oerd Van Cuijlenborg
Sound: Gautier Isern, Elisabeth Paquotte, Gregory Vincent, Christophe Vingtrinier
With: Quartus de Wet, Denis Goldberg, Ahmed Kathrada, Nelson Mandela, Winnie
Mandela, Andrew Mlangeni, Max Sisulu, Donald Trump, David Yutar, Percy Yutar

With: Marie Bäumer (Romy Schneider), Birgit Minichmayr (Hilde Fritsch), Charly Hübner
(Robert Lebeck), Robert Gwisdek (Michael Jürgs), Denis Lavant (Fisherman Poet)

103 mins, Blu-ray. Exempt
In English and French with English subtitles

115 mins, Blu-ray, B&W. PG coarse language
In German and French with English subtitles

In 1963 South Africa, seven men were charged and put on trial for over
200 counts of sabotage with the intent to “ferment violent revolution”. Their
names were: Walter Sisulu, Govan Mbeki, Raymond Mhlaba, Elias Motsoaledi,
Ahmed Kathrada, Denis Goldberg and future president of the country Nelson
Mandela. The trial was condemned by a branch of the United Nations and led
to international sanctions. The documentary The State Against Mandela and the
Others is well aware that for many this trial is most famous for being the one that
put Mandela in prison for nearly 30 years. Describing the rest of the group as “the
others” in its own title, the film is a tongue in cheek dig at this public knowledge,
whilst also clearing a pathway to understanding who these other men were.

Emily Atef’s film is a kind of filmic biopic-footnote, an episode from the reallife decline of troubled Austrian-born movie star Romy Schneider, famed for
her collaborations with Tavernier, Welles and Chabrol and her tempestuous
personal life. It is a curious movie: ruminative, lugubrious and theatrical –
intense at some moments; at others low-key and almost inconsequential.
The black-and-white cinematography gives it the look of a 70s picture by
Wim Wenders.
In 1981, Schneider retreated to a rehab resort in Quiberon in Brittany, where she
conducted her final, recklessly indiscreet interview with Stern magazine’s star
writer Michael Jürgs, who was accompanied by photographer Robert Lebeck
– chiefly because she already knew and trusted Lebeck. The results laid bare
her emotional agony and money worries, and this has here been translated
into fictional form by Atef, who intersperses the stages of their interview with
boozy, off-the-record encounters, in a Frost/Nixon style. Schneider is eerily
impersonated by Marie Bäumer. Robert Gwisdek plays Jürgs, Charly Hübner
is Lebeck, and Atef invents a fictional best friend for Schneider: Hilde (Birgit
Minichmayr), whose job is to warn her about how manipulative and destructive
the whole thing is. Their confrontations are explosive but cathartic, and
Schneider is perhaps more in control of this journalistic encounter than anyone
realises. – Peter Bradshaw, Guardian

Directors Nicolas Champeaux and Gilles Porte sit down with those who were
accused, and still alive, to talk about their lives before they fought apartheid
and their thoughts and feelings during the court case itself. Those no longer
present are represented by family members who cast light on how the men’s
actions reverberated through their wives and children. Their conversations are
frank and often charming, with the men still possessing the same sharpness
they displayed in court. – John Noonan, Filmink
Even viewers scarcely familiar with the historical specifics here should be
reeled in by Champeaux and Porte’s high-style legal-drama fashioning of the
facts, thanks to the extensiveness and stunning clarity of the trial recordings –
selected from 256 hours of remastered material – and the characterful fluency
of the charcoal-style animation by mononymous Parisian artist Oerd. His
elegant, frequently witty cartoons play as monochrome courtroom sketches
filtered through a Kafkaesque nightmare, lending cinematic distinction and
cohesion to what would otherwise be a standard talking-heads affair. Of those
heads, the recently late Winnie Madikizela-Mandela will be most familiar to
international audiences, as she speaks with passion on the baton of activist
responsibility passed by her ex-husband’s imprisonment, and the origins of
the African National Congress’s “amandla” rallying cry. But it’s the generous
contributions of Mandela’s fellow accused Goldberg, Kathrada and Mlangeni,
along with their lawyers George Bizos and Joel Joffe, that give this film its
storytelling heft and emotional kick. Nothing here is exactly revelatory to those
with a working knowledge of apartheid history, but few documentaries have
gathered the stakes involved in the trial quite so deftly.

Schneider, who was made famous by the regal trilogy of films about the
Austrian empress Sissi, and later, in France, by Jacques Deray’s decadently
sensual, waterlogged La Piscine, is imprinted on the cinematic consciousness as
a pristine hologram of femininity, all smoke-rimmed eyes and lacquered hair.
When 3 Days in Quiberon came out in France, defenders of Schneider’s image –
including her daughter, who was four when her mother died – came forward to
decry the feature, maintaining that its presentation of the actress as a stubborn
addict who pushes against the spa’s ascetic premise was “scandalous” and
“disrespectful to the point of vomiting”. This is a film that provokes visceral
reactions, which at times can feel more like a charged psychoanalytic session
than a voyeuristic or escapist tour through a famous icon’s life.
3 Days in Quiberon refuses to freeze Schneider in rote postures of suffering and
instead presents the actress as occasionally joyous, reckless, and self-aware
without being self-obsessed. This is one of its strongest features: women
are not often allowed to exist in the realm of psychic ambivalence. Yet the
celebration of ‘complexity’ in one so famous can often be a problem, toppling
over into pastiche. For the most part, Atef navigates the balance skillfully,
although occasionally forgoes subtlety. 3 Days in Quiberon refuses to rehearse
the tragic coda, the final curtain. We do not see her son’s death, nor Schneider’s
own. A kind of respect is maintained. – Alice Blackhurst, Another Gaze

At any rate, such horrific reminders merely pave the way for the feelgood surge
of the film’s contemporary finale, as the surviving Rivonia Trial ensemble gathers
at one member’s house for a joyful, wistful reunion, in a free country that seemed
all but unimaginable 55 years ago. That every man convicted lived to see this
change, after a trial expected to condemn them to death, is the happiest of
bittersweet endings: As Goldberg recalls, delivering news of his sentence to his
aged mother, “It’s life, and life is wonderful.” – Guy Lodge, Variety
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Monday 12 October at 6:30 pm

Monday 19 October at 6:30 pm

A Polar Year

Inbetween Worlds

Une année polaire

France 2018

Zwischen Welten

Germany 2014

Director, photography: Samuel Collardey
Producer: Grégoire Debailly
Screenplay: Catherine Paillé, Samuel Collardey, Grégoire Debailly
Editor: Julien Lacheray
Music: Erwann Chandon

Director: Feo Aladag
Producer: Feo Aladag, Hans W Geissendörfer
Screenplay: Feo Aladag, Matthias Kock, Judith Kaufmann
Photography: Judith Kaufmann
Editor: Andrea Mertens
Production designer: Silke Buhr
Costumer designer: Gabrielle Reumer
Music: Karim Sebastian Elias, Jan AP Kaczmarek

With: Anders Hvidegaard, Asser Boassen, Thomasine Jonathansen, Gert Jonathansen,
Julius Nielsen, Tobias Ignatiussen, Ina-Miriam Rosenbaum, Berge Hvidegaard, Hanne
Hvidegaard, Flavia Kristiansen, Rosalia Korneliussen

With: Ronald Zehrfeld (Hauptmann Jesper Rubin), Mohsin Ahmady (Tarik Rahimi), Saida
Barmaki (Nala Tarik’s sister), Salam Yousefzai (Haroon), Burghart Klaußner (Oberst Haar),
Felix Kramer (Oliver Kremmer), Pit Bukowski (Teckl)

94 mins, Blu-ray. Exempt
In Danish and Greenlandic with English subtitles

103 mins, Blu-ray. Censor’s rating tbc
In German, English, Dari and Pashto with English subtitles

A wet-behind-the-ears teacher in a classroom full of unruly kids – it’s a timeless
setup, and the core of French filmmaker Samuel Collardey’s Greenland-set
documentary. But in A Polar Year the usual new-instructor challenges are
amplified by the very loaded cultural divide between European interloper and
indigenous Inuit people. Focusing on the young, adventure-seeking Dane and
one of his students, Collardey has crafted a memorable portrait of a remote
setting and the relationships that slowly develop there. Collardey includes a few
staged scenes among his mostly verité mix, and there’s a feeling of informationdispensing reenactment about the one in which Anders Hvidegaard, hardy and
gentle, makes his plans to teach in Greenland. The Danish administrator who
hires him is proud of having learned not a single word of Greenlandic during
her tenure, and warns him to follow suit. But Anders’ open smile and inquisitive
gaze signal that he’ll be doing things differently.

With Inbetween Worlds, writer-director Feo Aladag beds down in dusty
Afghanistan with German troops to deliver an on-the-ground illustration of
the country’s seemingly-intractable conflict through the story of a young
interpreter and his sister…
Aladag, an Austrian-born critic who made When We Leave in 2010 about
Turkish-German ‘honour’ killings, worked with an all-female technical team to
bring Inbetween Worlds to the screen, and her verdict on the woman’s plight
in Afghanistan is perhaps the saddest of a bitter situation all round. Visually,
though, the film is tough and uncompromising, shot on location around the
cities of Mazar-e-Sharif and Kunduz over five clearly hot and dusty weeks.

The film soon zeroes in on a Tunumiit boy, Asser Boassen, a charmer who
lists “Mr Bean and Chaplin” as his hobbies. Like many of his classmates, Asser
is being raised by people other than his biological parents – in his case, his
grandparents. Anders’ guileless questions about this phenomenon are met with
defensive, suspicious responses. Asser’s grandmother, Thomasine Jonathansen,
is no less resistant to the teacher’s idealistic stance. “Teaching him your Danish
things won’t do him any good,” she tells Anders after the boy has missed a week
of school in order to join his grandfather, Gert, on a dogsledding hunting trip.
Following the boy and old man as they ice-fish for sculpins, and later observing
Thomasine’s lesson in seal butchering, Collardey offers evidence that this knowhow is at least as important as reading and writing.

Watching a modern film with German soldiers at war is unusual, but the
compromises and danger facing Aladag’s soldiers under the International
Security Assistance Force (ISAF) mandate in Afghanistan are not unique to their
nation. Aladag’s film is loosely based on several real-life incidents including one
in which an interpreter was murdered after the German force withdrew from
Kunduz. Working with co-writers Judith Kaufmann and Matthias Kock, she spins
a scenario out from that event, assembling a cast of vulnerable characters on
all sides of the fence.
Although the events which preoccupy Aladag are explosive, the pace of her film
is careful, perhaps even too controlled, and tense throughout. The stakes are
high: commander Jesper (Zehrfeld) is embarking on his second deployment to
Afghanistan and has lost his brother in the very same conflict. Local interpreter
Tarik (Ahmady) watched the murder of his own father as a child and now tries
to guard his sister Nala (Saida Barmaki) against the ill feeling which surrounds
them for their “collaboration” with Western forces. Commander of the Afghani
native fighters, Haroon (Abdul Salam Yusoufzai), also comes to the plot with his
own lengthy history of conflict.

There’s no sense of entitlement about the genial Anders, but for all his sincerity
he can’t help but occupy the preordained role of colonizer (Greenland is a
self-governing constituent of Denmark). Collardey captures the gradual thaw
on both sides of the equation, with Anders learning the language and how
to drive a sled, and the villagers eventually sharing not just their card games
with him, but their rituals. Collardey handles DP duties as well as directing, and,
with assists from drone footage, captures the stark white-and-blue expanse
of the world of Tiniteqilaaq and the startling abundance of its hard-earned
springtime, when, amid the explosion of wildflowers, the winter’s caskets can
at last be buried. Later, Anders explains to a Tunumiit hunter the pressures and
expectations he’s trying to escape. “You Danes,” the hunter responds, “are so
complicated.” For many Western viewers, that simple exchange will resonate
long after the movie ends. – Sheri Linden, Hollywood Reporter

Jesper is deployed to lead a team of German soldiers to a combat zone to help
Haroon’s Arbaki fighters against the Taliban but his mandate is highly restricted
and safety is a concern at all times. Tarik, as his interpreter, is young but wise
enough to play both sides with his interpretations. But the pressure is mounting
on all sides, nerves are frayed, suspicions mount, and all participants seem
powerless in the face of events.…

Collardey spent months in the village before learning of Anders’s assignment
and starting to film. His “reverse assimilation” story reflects delightfully on
Eurocentrism as well as on Tiniteqilaaq’s indigenous people, changing seasons,
and rhythms of life and death. – Sundance Institute
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[Aladag’s]Afghanistan shoot is one of the few to put boots on the ground, and
all credit to her and her team, in particular cinematographer Judith Kaufmann,
who takes a co-writing credit, and production designer Silke Buhr, who have
probably re-written the textbook on this shoot. – Screendaily

Tuesday 27 October at 6:30 pm

Monday 02 November at 6:30 pm

AFS Fundraiser

Special extra screening open to the public – all tickets $20

Daughters of the Dust

The Big Sleep

USA 1991

USA 1946

Director, screenplay: Julie Dash
Producer: Julie Dash, Arthur Jafa, Steven Jones
Photography: Arthur Jafa
Editors: Joseph Burton, Amy Carey
Production designer: Kerry Marshall
Costume designer: Arline Burks Gant
Music: John Barnes

Director: Howard Hawks
Production co: Warner Bros - First National Pictures
Producer: Jack L Warner
Music: Max Steiner
Screenplay: William Faulkner, Jules Furthman, Leigh Brackett, f
rom the novel by Raymond Chandler
Photography: Sid Hickox
Editor: Christian Nyby
Production design: Carl Jules Weyl
Sound: Robert B Lee

With: Cora Lee Day (Nana Peazant), Alva Rogers (Eula Peazant), Barbarao (Yellow Mary),
Trula Hoosier (Trula), Umar Abdurrahamn (Bilal Muhammad), Adisa Anderson (Eli
Peazant), Kaycee Moore (Haagar Peazant), Bahni Turpin (Iona Peazant), Cheryl Lynn Bruce
(Viola Peazant)

With: Humphrey Bogart (Philip Marlowe), Lauren Bacall (Vivian Rutledge), John Ridgely
(Eddie Mars), Martha Vickers (Carmen Sternwood), Dorothy Malone (Acme Book Shop
Proprietress), Peggy Knudsen (Mona Mars), Regis Toomey (Chief Inspector Bernie Ohls),
Charles Waldron (General Sternwood), Charles D Brown (Norris, the Butler), Bob Steele
(Lash Canino), Elisha Cook Jr (Harry Jones), Louis Jean Heydt (Joe Brody)

112 mins, Blu-ray. PG

“What’s past is prologue,” proclaims a character at the beginning of Julie Dash’s
Daughters of the Dust, which, when it hit theaters in January 1992, became
the first feature by an African-American woman director to earn a mainstream
theatrical release in this country. Now that quote – drawn from Shakespeare’s
The Tempest – takes on new meaning: In honor of its 25th anniversary, Dash’s
film, brought to the attention of a younger generation last year when Beyoncé
repurposed its low-country gothic aesthetic in ‘Lemonade’, has been newly
restored and rereleased.

114 mins, Blu-ray, B&W. Censor’s rating tbc



About an hour into Howard Hawks’s 1946 thriller The Big Sleep, detective Philip
Marlowe (Humphrey Bogart) is paid his fee and informed that his case is closed.
Naturally, he can’t let the matter drop – not with nearly half the film still to go.…
It’s when the mundane matter of payment is disposed of that a gumshoe’s
investigation becomes something personal, and indeed mythical – a quest…
Based on Raymond Chandler’s 1939 novel, The Big Sleep ostensibly recounts
Marlowe’s hunt for the shady characters who are making life a misery for one
General Sternwood (a majestically desiccated Charles Waldron), father of two
wayward daughters. “I assume they have all the usual vices,” the General says of
his girls, “besides the ones they’ve invented for themselves.” …

Dash’s story concerns the fictional Peazant family, a clan of Gullah-Geechees,
patois-speaking descendants of slaves who live in isolation on the Sea Islands
off the coast of Georgia and South Carolina, keeping the rituals and customs
of West Africa alive decades after their ancestors crossed the Atlantic in chains.
Daughters of the Dust is set in 1902 on the island of Dawtuh and depicts a day
in the life of the Peazants as they gather to face a crossroads: The younger
generation is preparing to make the journey to the mainland, readying to leave
behind both the place that’s become their ancestral home and their matriarch,
Nana Peazant, keeper of the old ways, who insists on staying behind… – Vogue

The plot is famously nebulous: when asked by Hawks and his writers to explain
a key point in the story, Chandler himself was at a loss. Who knows, or cares,
what happened to missing man Sean Regan, or who killed the chauffeur?
But the screenwriters – Leigh Brackett, Jules Furthman and novelist William
Faulkner, himself no stranger to narrative dislocation – keep adding twists
and impasses, ensuring that wherever the story signposts disappear, talk and
mischief flourish…

The big sleep of the title may be death, but it may also be just slumber, and
dream. Few thrillers are as mesmerically dream-like, with Geiger’s house – the
false heart of the maze, to which the story keeps returning – forever sunk in
mist and mystery, like a witch’s cottage in a Grimm fairytale… The Big Sleep is as
fresh and perverse as ever, and remains one of Hollywood’s most entrancingly
strange bedtime stories.” – Jonathan Romney, Independent

Julie Dash started making notes for Daughters of the Dust in 1975, while she was
a fellow at the American Film Institute. Originally conceived as a silent short
with intertitles, over the years the idea evolved into a feature. It was finally
knitted together out of love and determination almost palpable in its glowing,
varied textures and use of many languages. It draws not only on the Gullah
dialect but on a vocabulary of physical gestures… and John Barnes’ sweeping
score provides another level of dense meaning. This is balletic, operatic cinema,
and a celebration of cinema itself… Arthur Jafa’s sensuous cinematography is
vibrant with colour and movement – as in the slow-motion image of a young
girl leaping, her braided locks tossed in the air.

Principal photography occurred during 1944, but, after the film was in the
can, it ended up sitting on the shelf while Warner Brothers rushed a backlog
of war films into theaters… During the picture’s period in limbo, Hawks
re-considered… A number of new sequences were committed to celluloid,
most of which played off the obvious real-life chemistry between Bogart and
Bacall that had been so popular in To Have and Have Not. The casting of Bogart
and Bacall was far more than a gimmick to put bodies in theater seats. The film
sizzles and smolders when these two are on screen together. When they kiss,
there’s more electricity in the air than during any of the film’s thunderstorms.
But it’s not all physical – in fact, most of it is not. These two are given delicious
dialogue that amplifies the heat. In many of their conversations, a viewer would
have to be hopelessly naïve not to get the second meaning.
James Berardinelli, ReelViews

Daughters of the Dust sets out to revoke the colonial history that has obscured
the Peazant family. It is a rites-of-passage story that summons myriad rituals and
traditions, from Islam, Christianity and the West African spiritual customs that
the reformist Haagar describes as Nana’s “voodoo mess”, to the preparing and
eating of gumbo. But the film itself also has a formal grace that is moving and
profound. It is structured around the twin narratives of Nana, who remembers
her mother being taken away into slavery, and that of the gambolling Unborn
Child, a strategy which folds in the old with the new. These two voices circle the
story. Indeed, from Nana’s opening incantation – “I am the first and the last…
I am the silence that you cannot understand. I am the utterance of my name” –
Daughters of the Dust establishes this notion of interweaving and contradiction
out of which new meanings emerge. – Lizzie Francke, Sight and Sound
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AUCKLAND FILM SOCIETY 2020 SEASON
Academy Cinemas, 44 Lorne St, Auckland Mondays at 6:30 pm (except as noted below)
The AFS 2020 Season is presented with financial assistance from Foundation North
Most screenings are members only. Screenings marked * open to the public, tickets $10 (members free)
Please arrive early – no guaranteed seating. Programme may change if a film does not arrive. Please check website

nzfilmsociety.org.nz/auckland
02 March
6:30pm

SULLIVAN’S TRAVELS

22 June
6:30 pm

09 March
6:30 pm

ORLANDO

29 June
6:30 pm

I AM NOT A WITCH*

16 March
6:30 pm

THE INSULT* 112 mins, Blu-ray. M violence, offensive

06 July
6:00 pm

CAPHARNAÜM*

23 March
6:30 pm

THE MISEDUCATION OF CAMERON POST

13 July
6:30 pm

FOR MY FATHER’S KINGDOM*

IXCANUL VOLCANO*

23 July–09 August
NEW ZEALAND INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL

30 March
6:30 pm
06 April
6:30 pm
14 April
6:30 pm

AFS Fundraiser – all tickets $20
90 mins, Blu-ray
PG medium level violence

94 mins, Blu-ray. PG sexual references

language & content that may disturb

90 mins, Blu-ray. M sex scenes, offensive language & drug use

95 mins, Blu-ray
M sex scenes, offensive language & nudity

COLUMBUS

104 mins, Blu-ray
M offensive language & drug references

Tuesday

WHERE IS THE FRIEND’S HOUSE?*
87 mins, Blu-ray. G

20 April
6:30 pm
28 April
6:30 pm
04 May
6:30 pm

AND LIFE GOES ON…*

91 mins, Blu-ray. PG

Tuesday

THROUGH THE OLIVE TREES*
Auckland Film Society AGM follows

108 mins, Blu-ray. PG

THE FLORIDA PROJECT

111 mins, Blu-ray
R13 violence, offensive language, drug use & sexual material

11 May
6:30 pm

MODEL SHOP 97 mins, Blu-ray. Censor’s rating tbc

18 May
6:00 pm

IN THE AISLES

25 May
6:00 pm
02 June
6:30 pm

Early start: long run time
126 mins, Blu-ray. M violence
Early start: long run time

NEIGHBOURING SOUNDS

124 mins, Blu-ray
M sex scenes, offensive language & drug use

Tuesday

THE SEDUCTION OF MIMI
108 mins, Blu-ray. R18

08 June
6:30 pm
15 June
6:30 pm

GOD’S OWN COUNTRY* 105 mins, DCP. R16 nudity,
offensive language, sexual material & content that may disturb

Early start: long run time
123 mins, Blu-ray
M violence, offensive language & drug references

EXHIBITION

104 mins, Blu-ray
M sex scenes & offensive language

97 mins, DCP

Discounts for AFS Premier Card Members

17 August
6:30 pm

BOB LE FLAMBEUR

24 August
6:00 pm

ARMY OF SHADOWS

31 August
6:30 pm

YOUNG SOLITUDE

98 mins, DCP. PG

Early start: long run time
M medium level violence

145 mins, DCP

100 mins, Blu-ray

07 September Early start: long run time
6:00 pm
LÉON MORIN, PRIEST
PG sexual references

130 mins, DCP

14 September Early start: long run time
6:00 pm
UP THE MOUNTAIN 127 mins, DCP
21 September
6:30 pm
THE GARDEN

97 mins, Blu-ray. Censor’s rating tbc

28 September
6:30 pm
THE STATE AGAINST MANDELA AND THE OTHERS
103 mins, Blu-ray

05 October
6:30 pm
3 DAYS IN QUIBERON
115 mins, Blu-ray. PG coarse language

12 October
6:30 pm
A POLAR YEAR

94 mins, Blu-ray

19 October
6:30 pm
INBETWEEN WORLDS
Censor’s rating tbc

MERATA: HOW MUM DECOLONISED THE
SCREEN* 95 mins, DCP

95 mins, Blu-ray. PG adult themes

103 mins, Blu-ray

27 October Tuesday
6:30 pm
DAUGHTERS OF THE DUST

112 mins, Blu-ray. PG

02 November AFS Fundraiser – all tickets $20
6:30 pm
THE BIG SLEEP 114 mins, Blu-ray. Censor’s rating tbc

